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.Northern Limits of Fruit Growing.
Euthusiasm is necessary tt< tlip 8iicce98ful accomplishment of any business. an.î
especially in the business of farming and
orcharding. Enthusiasm is one of the
farmer's greatest needs. Mr. \Y. T.
Macoun is probably a little too sanguine
when he says: "Apples will be grown
successfully in America .-y» far north as
60 degrees, and that considerably before
the eud of the present century.'' Mr.
Macoun, like an optimistic farmer in
Ohio, probably believes that man was
giveu "dominion over the earth," and
with the advance of knowledge will be
able to raise good crops of grain am.
fruits in spite of drouths, blights, worms,
insect pests and arctic weather.
Enlightened men have accomplished
wonders, but they will never be able to
temper the tierce blasts of the frigid
zones, and raise choice fruits iu the
"land of the midnight sun," unless they
do it in glass houses, warmed by steam
heat, which would hardly pay in a coinmercial seose. All parts of the earth
have their own advantages and produce
the things especially designed for their
particular soil and climate, lhis is expressed iu the nursery rhyme:
-An ol<t man of the mountain one 'lav asked mc
How many strawberries ir> wl« the »ea.'
1 answered him us 1 tnoughl g»*)·!.
As many re herring as jtrew In the woo'l

apn 'iat(7

rARK.

can always be grown in Russia
latitude farther north than in
America, because her climate is temperMain κ.
RKTHht,
eel by ttie broad current of warm water
i'ark
KUer*
ν I ltion K. 'errlck.
that Hows north along the whole western
coast of Europe. Mr. Macoun speaks of
>HS S. HARLOW,
the capabilities of Nova Scotia and
Prince Edward Island for producing hue
-litorney at Law,
MAINE.
iHXrt&Ll).
apples; but it should be remembered
that they lie in lattitude of only 44 dei'LAVTOX K. BKOOKS,
gree» north, and the wintry winds arc
tempered by their proximity to the sea.
Attorney at Law.
To raise apples as far north as <>0
Notary Public.
degrees, Mr. Macoun admits that "great
difficulties will have to be overcome,
MAINE.
SOUTH PARIS,
special methods of pruning and culture
Ilections receive my prompt per-onal attenadopted, and new varieties produced
tion
which will resist the dry and cold winds.
Keinttiam-ee made day claim Is iiatd.
.Ml matters reported on promptly.
"When these new varieties are finally
produced, which will resist the dry and
cold winds, is there not danger that
their size and quality will be reduced so
they will not take high honors in tne
Veterinary Surgeon,
London and Liverpool markets? Even
Tei< phone.
South Paris,
the forest trees native in high latitudes
Office KUd Ke-ldence,
stunted and scraggy. Πιο pine
η
Maine. grow
ljch street.
trees in Maine are so short-bodied that
NOTICE.
the ship builders inthat state have to
In the Idstilc* <ourt i>f the United States for the
obtain their tall masts elsewhere. The
In Bankruptcy.
I»i»trl· t of Malue
writer has been on spar-rafts floating
In the matter ο·
)
down the Susquehanna River on the way
> In Bankruptcy,
t HAKl.K- K. DOYEN,
of Rumford, B nkrupt. I
to a ship vard in Maine.
the
In
<
R.
of
harles
Itoven,
To the creditors
There are vast districts in the states
( ounty of < >xford and district aforesaid :
west of Lake Michigan, where the counν ttce Is hereby given that on ti e lttth day of
Ma.. A. l> U«i3. the said Charles R. Doyen *a< try is level, with no mountains or forests
lui ν v'judlcated tiauk'upt. and that the Urst
to'break the force of the prevailing wind,
meeting of his creditors will lie held at the Court
where apple orchards cannot be successH<iuse. In South Parle, on the 10th dav of lune
wh'ch
at
A l> l'*d. at l«i o'clock in the forenoon,
fully grown because the trees are so
time the «aid e-editors may attend, prove their
shortlived. A friend who has lived forty
the
a
examine
bankrupt.
trustee,
claims, appoint
vears in northern Illinois told me that
a:i 1 transact <uch other business as may properly
joine before said meeting
eight vears was the average lifetime of
■South I'arls, Mav 23, ia08.
annle trees there. I observed that all
GEO. A. WILSON.
Referee in Bankruptcy. the trees in his orchard from the ground
to the top were dead, or dead on the side
Willi
towards the prevailing wind. The tirxt
for
States
United
the
In the District ''ourt of
thing that strikes the attention of an
In Bankruptcy.
me District of Maine.
eastern man when visiting the West is
1
I η ttie matter of
KRVNK W. THOMS
that the wind is blowing all the time.
J in Sani-ruptcy.
of Kryeburjr. Bankrupt. )
Men, animals ami trees can endure a
To the creditor* of Frank W. Thorns, in the
verv low temperature when the air is
County of Oxford nnd district aforesaid :
Notice is hereby given that on the 15th day of still, but when an arctic air is put in
May, A. 1). linïi, the said Krank W. Thorns motion with a velocity of 30 to 00 miles
was luly adjudicated baukrupt. and that the lirst
an hour it becomes more unendurableιι» etlngof his creditors will be held at the Court
House. In south i'arls, on the loth day of-'une, the men and animals must tind shelter or
A D. 1ΑΙ3, at lOo'clock In the forenoon.at which
succumb, and the trees, if unprotected
time the said creditors mav attend, prove their
by a wind break, will receive a death
daims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt
an tran-act such other business as may proper
ly come before said meet!· «.
The late B. F. Johnson of Champaign
South Parle, Mav 23, 19Û8.
County, III., who had lived there for a
GEO. A. WILSON.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
long time, was of the opinion that ti e
trees tirst lost a great deal of tlitir
PROBATE NOTICES.
vitality
during the severe summer
T<> all persona Interested In either of the Estate»
drouths, and then succumbed to the cold
hereinafter named
winds of winter. George E. Newell,
At a I'mbate Court, held at Parle. In and
the third Tuesday of
:?r the County of Oxford, on Lord
writing of Illinois and Wisconsin, says.
one thousand
uy. m the year of our
existed on neaiij
The following matter "Straggling orchards
nine hundred and three
action
thereupon every farm, but their thinned ranks
navlnit been presented for the
It I* hereby οκυκκκυ
showed where the trees had diedone by
•iwhat noticeln«Ucated,
thereof be <1 ven to all |>cr»on» In
those remaining looked loneterested. bv causing a copy of this onler to be one, and
That th®
some and unthrifty."
published three weeks successively In the Ox
at
South
Uwnocntt. a newsuaper published
causes the death of the trees in IU "'18
;;'Γ!
"π*. m -laid County, that thev mar appear at a
from two app e trees
Paris, ou the appears evident
to be held at
f™'"1* Court ο'
s
·'"«>«. A. P. 1W\3. at 9 of the that stood on the lee side of my friend
w ,Tu«H,1j».v
If
thereon
heanl
be
and
uocs in th- forenoon,
house and were sheltered from the prethey see cause.
vailieg wind, which trees Iwked thrifty
PkTER SMITH, late of Peru, deceased; pet'
and showed no decayed side.—Cor.
Hon that John P. Swasey or "oine other suitable
presented Country Gentleman.
person ■* appointe»! administrator.
by Lowell B. Smith, ^od and heir at law.
Summer Prices of Butter.
OLI VER Κ KLBTCHER. ate of Dlxdeld.de
< ea->e«!. wll' ami petition for probate thereof and
The larger part of the business of
the appointment of Helen x.Curtl·» a·» a (mint*
by
Maine creameries is in the form of sale
trntrlx with the will annexed, presented
Helen A. Curtis, an heir at law.
Yet of course the price this
cream.
cream will bear is in a measure governed
MARY A.SMITH, late of Stow. deceased;
thereof
*ld and |>vtitlon for probate
presented by by the price of butter. Just now the
■''ward C. Walker, the executor therein name·!
leading question under consideration by
IjE1'KGK W. THOMAS, late of Oxfoid, de- dealers is what the price of butter for
ceased, wld and petition for probate thereof pre- cold
storage will be through the coming
sented by Naucy S. Thomas, the executrix theremonths of June and July. Thesurplus
in named.
butter of the flush season of early sum1-lCIl'SC. BATES, late of Sumner, lecease ;
stormer is bought up and held in cold
liuai account presented for allowance by Lewis
of the winter
t. Bates, executor.
age to till out the shortage
months. Hence the price ruling for
ETHAN" WILLIS, late ο' Paris, deceased; petition for «η allow.ince out of personal estate this surplus becomes a sort of a gauge of
widow.
J.
Willi»,
presented by Mary
the relation of demand and supply.
\\ ith the supply short and the price corLORENZO D. H1UUINS, wa'd.of VVaterford;
Λ.
tlr»t account presented for allowance by Elora
high, as it is sure to be in
respondingly
Stearus. guardian.
such a case, it is safe to couclude that
deford,
Rum
of
: PCI S. DICKENSON. late
conditions and similar prices will
ceased; flnal account presented for allowaucc similar
rule throughout the year.
by C. Wilbur Cary, administrator.
At present there are pointers in the
ADDISON E. HE it KICK,
Judge of said Court.
trade that serve to indicate that the incounA true copy—Atte>t
crease of the dairy business of the
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
with the increase
try is not keeping pace
in consumption. If this proves to be a
NOTICE,
she has
The subscriber hereby gives notice that
fact, then the range of values of dairy
last will
on
been duly apinriuted executrix of the
products will at leistbe maintained
and testament of
a good
a par with last year, and with
Hiram,
of
late
MARY o. T1BBKTTS,
The
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
prospect of a measure of advance.
bonds as the law direct». All persona having June surplus of last year went into the
arc
demanda against the estate of said deceased and freezers at
prices ranging from 21 to 22
for settlement,
<ie»lre<l to
present the same
its buya.l Indebted thereto are requested to make pay- cents, and made good proflts to
ment Immediately.
ers.
Buyers at storage points are now
STARBIRD.
ETTA
last
May Uth. 19U3.
talking prices about the same as
count on a
NOTICE.
year. It therefore is safe to
she range of values not less than last year,
The subscriber hereby elves notice that
last
has been duly appointe·! executrix of the
and with a strong possibility, if not
on
will itn<l tournent of
Denmark,
probability, of a moderate advance
of
late
SAMl'EL I». M« Kl'SICK.
All persons that.—Maine Farmer.
In the County of Oxford, deceased
said de·
having demand» against the estate of
setwwl are desire·! to present the same for
are
tnereto
requested
Export Shipments of Apples.
tlement. and all Indebted
»o make payment Immediately.
now prove what the Farmer
McKt'SlCK
Figures
CSARAH
May 19th. 1MB
informed its readers last fall, that the
was a full
NOTICE.
crop of apples in the country
he nas
The subscriber hereby give# notice that
The apple export season is now
one.
the
of
'«eu duly appointed administrator
closed. Records show it to have been
«•tale of
the
the heaviest export year, save one, in
SIMON S. STOW El.L. late of Pari»,
of
In the county of Oxford, deceased, ami given
history of the trade. In the season
havlua
All
persons
'•ondsastne law directs.
18ββ-7 the exports were2,919,840 barrels.
are
demands against the estate of said decease·!
aud In the year just closed 2,302,010 barrels
desired to present the same for settlement,

^

j

Attorneys at Law,

in

Apples
a

J

Dr. R. 0.

Better Tillage.
POSSIBILITIES

TUE

MA1NK.
SOUTH PARIS,
Manufacturer of general machinery, steam ei ,
machinery and tool k
11
work,
m!
spool
„Ίιη».

paired.

Bailey.

THE

OF

SOIL

ARE

WONDERFUL, HARDLY REALIZED.
I wonder how large
proportion of
Xew York and New England farmers
realize the possibilities of their farms?
The soil, when rightly mauaged, is
capable of producing wonderful results.
We need to study deeply to find out the
soil's needs in the matter of plant food,
that we may be able to work it intelligently so as to reach the high ideal
which we should set out to attain.
Thorough fining of the soil should by
all means be practiced for all crops. A
liberal use of stable manure, plowing
under of green crops, and perhaps th»>
addition of commercial fertilizer should
annually add to the productiveness and
value of the farm. For many years I
have been in love with farm life because
there is no place on eartli where more
real enjoyment can be realized thau on a
farm. We live close to nature, and
there is real poetry in farm life. How
many farmers go through life without
realizing the beauties all about them?
Who eau scarcely enumerate them all?
Is it not worth something to live iu the
country, where we can enjoy the sweet
of the
sougs of the birds, the humming
bees and pluck the most delicate wild
flowers; t > be able to drink iu the beauties to be seen in the green fields and
shady woodland. Really is there not a
great deal to attract one to the farm?
And the farm being the source from
which we derive our living, does it not
stand to reason that the tnoro time and
thought we give it, the better it will
all
repay us? Why should we try to £ot
we can from the soil without returning
anything to it? Can we keep on indefinitely drawing money from the bank if
we put none in? Ami yet this is precisely
seem to expect of
what some
a

persons

the farm.

short-sighted! Let us not forget
the proverb of Franklin: "Keep thy
farm and thy farm will keep thee," and
let us keep it well.
How

Fruit drawing That Pays.
A visit to one of the great fruit farms
of Pennsylvania, with its wealth of luscious berries and tempting fruit shipped
daily to the market and briuging large
returns in dollars and cents, inevitably
suggests to a native of the 1'ine Tree
state the question. Why do not our Maine
farmers engage more extensively in the
business of fruit growing? It is an industry that has been too much neglected,
for "there's millions in it.'' The demand
for small fruits still exceeds the supply
and is likely to do so for some time to

are

requested

to make p.»>

were

wider interest in the subject.
cultivated farm, from whose smooth
slopes 4d tons of hay are easily cut each
season, lies on an elevation overlooking
the village and lake. Here the genial
owner and his hospitable wife may be
found enjoying lite among the trees and
vines like Horace at his Tusculau villa,
and ever ready to dispense information
All kinds of
on their favorite subject.
small fruits, currants, raspberries, strawberries, gooseberries, etc., vie with the
cherry, the plum, the pear and the apple
Each
to tempt the eye and the palate.
of
vear Mr. Libbey increases the number
bushes and trees and plans to constantly
enlarge his business as time goes on.
He has set out a large number of apple
trees this spring, which he will graft to
Gravensteins. Last season he sold his
G ravens teins off the trees for more than
$1 per barrel. It pays to raise apples at
a

that

price.

General farming is not neglected, and
Mr. Libbey always intends to havo his

the
crops on the market early and get
He is an enthusiastic believer in spraying and all insect pests
are early introduced to Bordeaux mixture and other pleasing compounds calculated to produce fatal indigestion. In
fact, Mr. Libbey is an enthusiast in all
branches of the. work, and to this and
his careful attention to details, with a
capacity and willingness for genuine
hard work, his success must be attribut-

best price.

ed.—Maine Farmer.

Spreading

NOTICE.

h< •
The subscriber hereby give» notice that
las ι
ha» been dulv appointe·! executor of the
will and testatuen* of
LIZZIE Κ TURNER, laleof Buckfleld,
In the County of oxford, deceased, and jrfvei
bavin (
bond· as the law directs. All persons
ar
demands against the estate of said deceased
an<
desired to present the same for settlement,
make
to
pay
an
thereto
all Indebted
requested

Maine Farmer.

If present reports are confirmed, apples
and other fruits in the great Southwest
have been seriously cut off by the unmonth.
timely freeze of the tlrst of thewill
again
It may be that eastern apples
ment Immediately.
as
ARTHUR E. COLE.
be called for to make good that loss
May 19th, 19W.
that
they were two year* ago. It ia rarein all
NOTICE.
is produced
ha » a full crop of apples
The subscriber hereby gives notice that be
same year.
aa 1
quarters of the country in the
nena lui ν unpointed executor of the hut will
tfnummt of
A LONZO brown, hue of Parte,
1
Change the method of tillage. If a
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and give
All persons havln I weed persists, try deeper or shallower
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased at
different kind of harrow or
aa i I plowing, or a
desired to preseat the (MM for settlement,
cultivator, or till at different times and
all Indebted thereto are requested to nuke pa;
•6M0BB·
ητ*Λ>< Κ. HUBBAKD.
May 19th, 1M.
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"Well. we'll seurch awhile for our·
selves." declared Anguish stubbornly,
not at nil satisfied.
"You will be wasting your time," said
the chief meaningly.
"We've plenty to waste." retorted the

\ϋ.

TUB LADY IN TIIE C.UUUAGE.

slept rather lute In the
morning, first because they

ΠΕΥ

were very much fatigued after
their long journey, and second
for the reason that they had beendknable to woo slumber until long past midnight. Anguish stretched himself lazily in bod when he henrd Lorry's voice
from the adjoining room.
"I suppose we are to consult the police in order to get a clew to your
clmrmer," he yawned. "Nice friends
you pick up on railway journeys! I'd

other.

After a few foments they departed,
Baron Dangloss accompanying them to
the gate and assuring them that be and
his men always would be at their com-

mand. Hie nation admired the Ameripeople, he warmly declared.
"That old codger knows our people,
and I'll bet a thousand on it," said
Harry angrily when they had gone

can

be ashamed."

"Well, Harry. I'll confess I'm disgusted. This has been the most idiotic
thing I've ever done, and if you say
the word we'll get out of here on the
tirst train—freight or passenger. The
Guggenslockers pigs"— Mr. Lorry

little distance down the street
Then he tokl of the queer exposure
I'angluss had unwittingly made. Lorry, more excited than he cared to show,
agre«>d that there was something very
suspicious about this new discovery.
was savage.
They walked about the quaint town
"Not a bit of it, my boy; not a bit of for an hour or two, examining the
it. We'll make a house to house can- ! buildings, the people and the soldiery
Cheer up, I with deep interest. From the head of
vass if the police fail us.
I the main street Castle avenue, they
cheer up!"
"You go to thunder!"
could plainly see the royal palace, nearDon't talk like that or | ly a mile away, its towers and tur"Hold on!
I'll go back on you in α minute. I'm j rets. gray and gaunt ran up among the
here because I choose to be, and I've | green treetops and were outlined plainmore heart in the chase ut this minute I ly against the yellow hills. Countless
I've not lost hope, j houses studded the steep mountain
than you have.
We'll find the Guggenslockers If we I slope, and many people were discerned
have to hire detectives to trace 'em j walking and riding along the narrow,
from the United States to their very j ledgelike streets which wound toward
doorstep. We're going to see the police the summit, fur up in the clouds. Clearafter breakfast."
ly and distinctly could be seen the grim
1
After breakfast they did go to see monaster}*, perched at the very pinnaAfter some in-! cle of the mountain, several miles
the Huron Daugloss.
quiry they found the gloomy, forebod- away. Up there it looked bleak and
ing prison, and Mr. Anguish boldly cold and uninviting, in great contrust
pounded on the huge gates. A little to the loveliness and wurmth of the
shutter flew open, and a man's face, valley. Down below the gruss was
some

—

It makes
instruction

us

smile

over

the gratuitous

farmers have at times
in such profuse proshowered
who
portions by newspaper farmers what
know nothing of the work save
they have chanced to do with their eyes.
They ride along the street and see a man
in the field spreading manure direct
from the cart. Continuing to the next
farm and another farmer is dumping his
load of manure in small heaps to be
spread later on. Forthwith comes forth
"absence
a diatribe on the "stupidity,"
of business methods," and "thoughtless
waste of time" of a farmer who doesn't
know better than to drop out manure in
that way before spreading it.
Now, in the long experience of the
writer in the carting and the application
of thousand of loads of baru manures—
never a load of which was handled without counting the cost—ho has learned
there are times aud conditions when it
is a saving of labor and an economy of
cost to dump the manure rather than
of
spread it from the cart. In the ca»e
tiio two opposite practices it was alike
in both cases, probably, a piece of sharp
calculation that brought out the differAs a rule farmers
ence in practice.
know how to carry on their work with
not
economy of labor and cost, and are
the stupid dunces so often represented
by tiuent correspondents who are themselves the representatives of stupidity
rather than those of
aud
we old
up»u us

iguorance
ignorantly

whom they
Farmer.

write.—Maine

Unjust Reflections Upon Agriculture.

been

Agriculture has suffered and those
by
giveu a low rank in the past
engaged iu other industries and the prostandfalso
fessions because judged by

ards which have been fixed in the minds
of people in general on account of the
inexcusable failure of indolent and unskilled men engaged in it. Of course, it
would be as fair to judge other industries by the appearance of those who had
failed in them as to judge agriculture by
this false standard.
Everybody familiar with rural conditions as they oxist to-day, or have existed in the past, knows that there are

public

ers' vocation and causes many uujust
comments to be made on the farmers'
uncouth appearance and slothful ways.
—Mirror and Farmer.
Nature provides the sheep with a sufficient coat to keep them warm in the
coldest weather. But this protection it
is to be understood, is only against dry
cold ; wet with quite a moderato temperwill
ature will chill ati animal which
withstand zero temperature in the dry
and still

appeared.

Then he directed them across the court
to un open door in the uged mass of
gray stone. As they strode away from
the guard Lorry created consternation
"How are we to talk to the chief if
he doesn't understand us or we him?
We should have brought uu interpreter."
"I forgot about the confounded lanIiut if he's reul he can talk
guage.
Irish." Lorry told him he wasn't fun-

ny.
"Is this his excellency Raron Daugloss?" usked Anguish, stepping into a
small room and stopping suddenly in
the presence of the short, tierce man
they had seen the day before. The

prise.

atmosphere.

Practice rotation; keep ahead of the
weeds. 0|rtain weeds follow certain
weeds become sericrop*. Wnen these
ous, change the crop.

ile scene, It was evident, judging by
the eager look on her face as she
turned with a question in her eyes.
"Turned down!" exclaimed the irre-

pressible Anguish dolefully. "That's

pretty shabby treatment, old man. But
she's quite worth the Journey."

"I'll not go back to America without
her. Do you hear that, Harry Anguish?" He was excited and trembling.
"Hut why didn't she stop'/" be went on

dismally.

"Oh, you dear old fool!" said An-

guish.

The two stood looking after the carriage until It turned Into a side street
half way down the shady stretch town rd the castle.
They sa : her companion glance back, but could not tell
whether she did or not. Lorry looked
uneasily at Anguish, and the latter

read his thought
"You are wondering about the Guggenslocker name, eh? I'll tell you what
I've worked out during the past two
minutes. Her name Is no more Guggenslocker than mine Is. She and the unîle used that name as a blind. Mark
my words, she's quality over here;
that's all there Is about It Now, we
must find out Just who she really is.
Here comes a smart looking soldier
:hap. Let's ask him, provided we can
make him understand."
A young soldier approached, leisurely
twirling a cane, for he was without hie
side arms. Anguish accosted him In
French and then in German. He unlerstood the latter and was very polite.
"Who was the young lrnly in the carriage that Just passed?" asked Lorry

lies. I refuse to be questioned by you.
Stand aside, fellow!"
Anguish stood aside in astonishment,
ind they wntcbed the wrathful gallant
strut down the street, his back as stiff
is a

board.

"Blamed touchy!" growled Anguish.
"You remember what Sltzky said
lbout their respect for the weaker sex.
[ guess we'd better keep off that tack

j
"Harry!

"If he knows our uamesoti sucn snori
notice. he'll certainly know the Guggeuslockers." said Anguish to his friend

Look]" exclaimed Lorry.

tall, distinguished
Wherever the
Americans walked they formed the
center of observation and were the
cause of comment that bore unmistakable signs of admiration. They bowed
pleasantly to many of those who passed
them and received in return gracious

in English.
"Ah. you are looking for some one
named (Juggenslockerï" asked the chief,
smiling broadly and speaking excellent
English. "You must not be surprised,

and profound recognition. Military men
saluted courteously, the women stared
modestly and prettily, perhaps covetously; the merchants and citizens in
general bowed aud smiled a welcome
tliat could not have been heartier. The
strangers remarked the absence of vehicles on the main streets. There were
pack mules and horses, human carrière,
both male and female, but during the
entire morning they saw not more than

1 speak mauy languages
1 heard last night that you were Inquiring about oue Caspar Guggenslock*
er. and I have racked my brain, searched my books, questioned my officers,
and I aui sorry to Inform you that
there Is no such person In Edelweiss."
"I was so well assured of it. Baron
Daugloss." Lorry said.
•'The name is totally unknown to me,

sir. May 1 ask why you are searching
for him?"
"Certainly. 1 met Mr. Guggenslocker, his wife and his uiece last spring In
the United States. They Invited me to
come aiul see them If I ever happened
lo be in this part of the world. As my
friend and 1 were near here. 1 undertook to avail myself of their invita-

six or eight carriages. Vehicles were
used solely by the quality and as a
means of transportation for their persons only.
Everybody, with the few
exceptions mentioned, walked or rode
horseback. The two friends were delighted with the place, and Anguish ad-

sojourn of several weeks,
though they did not find the Guggenslockers, his object being to secure
photographs and sketches of the picturesque people aud the strange scenvocated a

eveu

tion."

"And they said they lived In Edelweiss. Graustark?"
"They did, and I'll humbly confess I
did not know much of the principality

of Graustark."
"That is certainly complimentary,
but, then, we are a little out of the
I
beaten path; so it Is pardonable.
was at tirst under the impression that
you were American detectives with extradition papers for criminals bearing

trow, both of which were swept away
on instant later by the most bewitching of smiles. Again her head was inclined, tills time a trifle more energetically. and then the maddening face
was turned from him. The equipage
rolled onward, nnd there was no effort
c«u her part to check its progress. The
men were left standing alone and disappointed on the streets of Edelweiss,
the object of their search slipping
away as soon as she had been found,
lier companion was amazed by the Ut-

The face of the soldier flushed and
hen grew pale with anger.
"Hold on! I beg pardon, but we are
strangers and don't quite understand
imyour ways. I can't see anything
proper In asking such a question," said
Anguish, attempting to detain him.
Hie young man struck his hand from
Ills arm, and his eyes fairly blazed.
"You must learn our ways. We never
pass comment on a lady. If you do so
η your land. I am sorry for your la-

by demanding:

American spoke in French.
"It is. gentlemen. Of whnt service
can 1 be to MM. Lorry and Anguish?"
responded the grim little chief, politely rising from beside his desk. The
visitors lookrd at one uuother in sur-

Woman whose beauty bad drawn a
man half around the world saw the
tall strangers and called her companOnce mon
ion's attention to them.
Greufall Lorry and Miss Guggenslock·
er were looking Into each other's eyes.
The lady started violently. Her eye·
grew wide, her Hps parted, and her
bofly was bent forward eagerly, a little gloved hand grasping the side of
the open carriage. Her "ideal American'' was bowing low, as was the tall
f llow at his sftle. When he looked up
i.gniy. iiis eyes were glowing, his handsome face was flushed, and he saw her
smile, blush furiously and incline her
Lend gravely. The carriage had swept
pas;, but she turned her head, and he
detected an appealing glance in ber
yea. a perplexed wrinkle across her

jagerly.

gentlemen.

Manure.

exported.

chiefly
shipments
pins, but included some Belltiowers.—

w ♦
|tm0, »
ό
<

Evidently he asked what moist and soft trees were approaching
come.
was wanted, but he might us well have the stage where yellow and red tints
Those who do not believe that fruits
demanded their lives, so far were they mingle with the rich green, flowers
and berries can be successfully and profwere blooming, the land was redolent
from understanding his query.
the
visit
should
itably raised in Maine
of the sweet frugrance of autumn, the
nsked
Anguish
"Huron
Daugloss?"
H.
R.
home of Mr.
Libbey, Newport,
The man asked something utmosphere warm, clear and invigoratwhere a practical demonstration to the promptly.
Mr. Libbey is else, but as the Americans shook their ing. It was paradise surmounted by
seen.
be
contrary may
well known over the state for his inter- heads deprecatingiy he withdrew his desolation, drear and deadening.
esting talks at grange meetings and face and presently swung open the
II II ■ III IH1I1WH'
"Ί
institutes on the growing of small fruits,
entered and he closed the |
They
gates.
which has beeu the means of stimulating doors behind them, locking them in.
His well

careless, indifferent farmers in every
community whose chief aim in life seems
■wit Immtwtlatxiy.
led in exports, having shipped to be to do as little work as possiblo and
Boston
WRIGHT.
S.
JAMES
Miy IHth, 1!*'3.
men are
800,833 barrels; New York coiues next no thoughtful planning. These
iu
NOTICE.
with 71"», 170 barrels; Montreal, 477.780 not more numerous in agriculture,
h«
The »ubscrlber hereby gives notice that
barrels; Portland, 343,127 barrels; Hali- proportion to the total uumber engaged
of
th<
but
ha» iieen duly appointed administrator
fax, 81,587 barrels, and St. John, 78,107 therein, than in any other calling,
estate of
barrels.
they seem to bo looked upon by many
ALPHSCS C. MORSE, late of Greenwood,
farmers.
in the County of Oxford, deceased, and giver
In the above flguree California ship- city people as representative
all These shiftless, hap-bazard farmers are
bunds as the law direct». AU persons having
ments are included. These were
demands a«aln»t the estate of said deceased an
boxes
of
an·
population as
shipped in boxes, the number estimat- not typical of the farming
«W to present the same for seulement,
as such.
a whole, yet are often referred to
all ln<lebted thereto are requested to make pay
being 213,971, three boxes being
that
ment lmme^llatel^.
ed equal to a barrel. The California It is the reputation of these people
κ.
glove
James.H.
May iMtb. i>jca.
estimate of the fannNewtown Pip- lowers the
were

al' Indebted thereto
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Oxford

ery and to idle away some hours upon
the glittering boulevards. Grenfall,
since he was in the project so deeply,
was so nearly reconciled as to be exhilarated by the plan. They decided to
visit the royal grounds in the after-

noon, provided there was no prohibition, reserving a ride up the hill for the
next day. A gendarme who spoke Gerthe name you mention."
man fairly well told them that they
"Oh!" gusped Anguish. "We couldn't could enter the palace park if they obbe
separat- tained a signed order from the chief
find ourselves If we should
I steward, who might be found at any
ed. captalu."
The grizzly bearded captain laughed, time in his home near the gates.
lightly with them and then asked LorThey were strolling leisurely toward
ry if he would object to giviug him the the hotel, for the moment forgetting
full story of his acquaintanceship with their quest in this strange, sunny land,
the alleged Graustarklans. The bewil- when they espied a carriage, the most
American
disheartened
and
dered
conspicuous of any they had seen.
promptly told all he knew about them, The white horses were gayly capari-

|

we'll hatch up a duel or two. They
to be fire eaters. We must conourselves with searching out her
I ve
lome, ηnd without assistance too.
•ooled off a bit, Harry, and, now that
[•ve seen her. I'm willing to go slowly
md deliberately. Let's take our time
ind be perfectly cool. I am beginning
ο agree with your incog, proposition,
it's all clearing up in my mind now.
tVe'll go back to the hotel and get
•eady for the visit to the palace
>r

ieem

| ent

grounds."

•'Don't you Intend to hunt her up.
iad. I wouldn't miss a minute If I had
ν chance to be with a girl like that!
Vnd the other was no ecarecrow. Bbe
s rather a beauty too. Greatest towu
or pretty women I ever struck. Vlenia

is out of It

entirely."

on to the hotel, dlscusethe encounter in all its exhilarating
letalls. Scarcely had they seated themelves on the piazza after partaking of
light luncheon when a man came galoping up to the walk in front of the
lotel. Throwing his bridle rein to a
'Uard, he hastened to the piazza. HI·
ttire was that of a groom, and somehlng about htm reminded them of the
ootnian who sat beside the driver of
he carriage they had seen a short time
«fore. He came straight to where the

They strolled

ug

"Not at all. my boy. I'll accept for
yotL After this fellow goes I'll let jov
read tbe uote. Wait until I write an
answer."
Motioning for tbe uian to remain, be
hastened to bis room, pulled out some
stationery and feverishly wrote:
My Dear Mia* Guggenslocker—I shall be
delighted to accompany your meuenfar
tomorrow, and my friend, Mr. Harry
Anguish, will be with me. I have com·
way across the continent to sm you,
I shall be repaid If I am with you
for a moment. You will pardon ms
say that your name haa caused ms
despair. No one seems to have heard it
here, and I was beginning to loss hop·.
You may expect me at 3, and I thank
you for the pleasure you bestow. Your·
half
and
but
if I

It

was

late in the afternoon when

to the hotel. After dinner, during which they were again objects of interest, they «trolled off toward the castle, smoking their cigar·
and enjoying the glorldus air. Being a
stranger in a strange land, Lorry acted
on the romantic painter's advice and
also stuck a revolver in his pocket H·
laughed at the suggestion that there
might be use for the weapon in such a
quiet, model, well regulated town, but

they returned

Anguish insisted:

"I've seen a lot of these fellowa
around town who look like genuine
brigands and cutthroats, and I think it
just as well that we be prepared," asGRENFALL LORRY.
serted be positively, and bis friend
sincerely,
This note, part of which had been gratified what be called a wblm.
At 10 o'clock the slender moon
written with misgiving, be gave to tbe
dropped behind the mountain, and the
messenger, who rode away quickly.
"She didn't wait long to write to valley, which had been touched with
took on the
you, I notice. Is it possible she is suf· its tender light, gradually
fering from the effects of those three somberness and stillness of a starlit
at 11, and
days on the other side of tbe Atlan· night. The town slumbered
tic? Come to think of it, she blushed there were few lights to be seen in the
when she saw you this morning," said streets or in the houses. Ilere and
Anguish. Lorry banded him her note, there strolled the white uniformed powhich he read and then solemnly lice guards, occasionally soldiers hurshook hands with its recipient "Con- ried barrackward, now and then belatthe dense
gratulations. I am a very far sighted ed citizens moved through
shadows on the sidewalks, but the
young man, having lived in I'arie."
Americans saw still life in Its reality.
Returning from their stroll beside the
VIII.
CHAPTER
walle far to the west of where
castle
A
PRINCESS.
Τ HZ ABDUCTION OF
entered the grounds that aftafternoon they went te they bad
in the middle of
the palace grounds and in- ernoon, tbey paused
Castle avenue near the main gate and
quired for the chief steward.
looked down the dark, deserted street
After a few moments they
Far away could be seen the faint glare
were shown to his office in a small
from their hotel. One or two street
the
inside
house
gates.
just
dwelling
burned in the business part of
The steward was a red faced little lumps
the city. Aside from these evidences of
He
and
accommodating.
man, pleasant
life there was nothing but darkness,
could speak German—iii fact, be was
silence, peucefulness, about them eva German by birth—and they had no
difficulty in presenting their request. erywhere.
"Think of Paris or New York at 11
Mr. Fraasch—Jacob Fraasch—was at
said Lorry, α trifle awed by
first dubious, but their frank, eager o'clock,"
solitude of the sleeping city.
the
his
consent
them
for
faces soon gained
"It's as dead as a piece of prairie
to see that part of the great park
Beyond certain land," said his friend. "Gad, it makes
open to tbe public.
me sleepy to look down that street. Ife
lines they were not to trespass. Ana mile to the hotel, too, Lorry. We'd
guish asked how they could be expectbetter move ulong."
ed to distinguish these lines, being un"Let's lie down near the hedge,
acquainted, and tbe steward grimly
smoke another cigar and wait till midinformed them that the members of
It Is too glorious a nigbt to be
the royal guard would establish tbe night.
lost In sleep," urged Lorry, whose
be
would
it
that
quite
lines so plainly
heart was light over the Joys of the
clear.
"I can dream Just as
to come.
lie then wrote for them a pass to tbe day
well here, looking ut that dark old casgrounds of the royal palace of Grautle, with its one little tower light, as
stark, affixing bis seal. In giving this
I could if I tried to sleep In a hard
to
occasion
be
found
say
them
to
pass
bed down at the hotel."
him
Instructed
bad
that tbe princcss
Anguish, who was more or less of a
to
an
to extend every courtesy possible
dreamer himself, consented, and after
that
It was then
American citizen.
lighting fresh cigars they threw themAnguish aFkod if be might be permit- selves on the
soft, dry grass near the
ted to use hlB camera. There was an
tall hedge that fenced the avenue as
Instant and emphatic refusal, and
It neared the castle grounds. For half
they were told that tbe pass would be an hour
they talked by fits and starts,
rescinded If they did not leave the
one thinking of the face he had seen,
Reluctantthe
outside
camera
gates.
the other picturing In his artist eye the
ly Anguish deposited bis luckless box
he had vowed to create from
painting
in tbe steward's office, and they passed
castle of an hour ago.
moonlit
the
Into tbe broad avenue which led to"Some one coming," murmured the
ward the palace.
painter, half rising to bis elbow atA KUiiru. wuu Bcni'u m»" «» " »»«»'■· I
tentively.
bad
before
aide
their
to
they
stepped
"Soldiers," said the other briefly.
taken ten paces. Where he came from
not disturb us."
"They'll
they never knew, so instantaneous
not even see us, I should
"They'll
He remained
was his appearance.
eay. It's as dark as Egypt under this
with them «luring the two hours spent
hedge. They'll pass If we keep quiet."
in the wonderful park.
The figures of two men could be seen
The palace stood in the northwestern
approaching from the city, dim and
half
a
the
of
possibly
grouuds.
part
ghostly In the semiblackness of the
mile from the base of the mountain.
night Like two thieves the AmeriIts front faced the mountain side, lhe
To
cans waited for them to pass.
closer
to
go
visitors were not permitted
their exceeding discomfiture, however,
structhan a quarter of a mile from the
the pedestrians baited directly in front
ture but attained a position from
of their resting place and seated themwhich it could be seen in all Its maesselves leisurely upon a
broad, flat
ive. ancient splendor. Anguish, who stone at the roadside. It was too dark
bad studied churches and old structo see If they were soldiers, notwithtures, painted the castles on the Hhine
standing the fnct that they wen. less
in
connoisseur
of
a
and was something
than fifteen feet away.
architecture, was of the opinion tbatit
"He should be here at 12," said one
Lad been standing for more than 500
of the newcomers In a low voice and
years. It was a vast, mediaeval mass In
fairly good English. The other
of stone, covered with moss and Ivy.
merely grunted. There was α silence
with towers, turrets and battlements.
of some duration, broken by the first
The park wan-probably a mile square
speaker.
on
a
and was surrounded by
high wall,
"It 11118 JOD rails 11UU juu luevnufcuv,
the top of which were little guardit will moan years of servitude."
houses and several masked cannon.
"But In that case we are to have 10,When they had completed their tour of
000 gavvos apiece for each year we lie
inspection, their guide rapidly led the In
prison. It's fair pay—not only for
way to the wall that encircled the
our failure, but for our silence." said
grounds, reaching it at a point not far the
other, whose English was more
from the castle itself. Here was situatdifficult to understand.
which
ed another large gate, through

TIIAT

they did not pass. Instead they ascended some steps and came out upon the

hiirh wall. The top of this wall was
several feet wide, and walking was
comparatively safe. Tbey soon underetood the guide's design. The object
was to walk along this wall until they
reached the main gate. Why this peculiar course was to be taken they
could not imagine at first Anguish·
fertile brain came to the rescue. He
8nw a number of women in a distant

part of the grounds, and, remembering
their guide's baste in conducting them
to the wall, rightly conjectured that it
was against custom for visitors to meet
and gaze upon members of the roya
household. The men and women, none
of whom could be plainly distinguished
from the faraway wall, were undoubtedly a part of the castle's family and
were not to be subjected to the curious
Lmerlcans sat smoking and,
3W, held before them an envelope. The Paze of sightseers. Perhaps ber royal
.ddress was "Grenfall Lorry, Esq.,"
highness the Princess of Graustark
iut the man was in doubt as to which was among them.
ras he.
They reached the main gate and de;
Lorry grasped the envelope, tore it scended, Anguish securing his camera,
steward
pen and drew forth a daintily writ· I after which they thanked the
and turned to fee the guide. But be
en note. It read:

THE OLD RELIABLE

Anguish'· lingers gripped Lorry's leg,

but there was no sound from either of
the thoroughly aroused dreamers. "A
plot, as I live," thought each, with a
thrill.
"We must be careful to spoak only In
English. There are not twenty people
In Edelweiss who understand It, but
the night bus ears. It is the only safe
tongue. Geddoe speaks It well. He
should be here." It was the first speaker who uttered these words, little knowing that he had listeners other than the
man to whom he spoke.
A dark figure shot across the roadway, and, almost before the Americana
were aware of it, the party Dumbered
three.

"Ah, Oeddos, you

punctual."
ever a virtue,"

are

"I have found It
sponded the newcomer.
"Have y«u secured your men!"
"I have your"—

re-

Call me Michael, on your Ufa
ready and willing to under·
lak.> the \\ nture?"
"Yes, but they do not understand tb·
true conditions. I have told them that
we are to rob the castle and carry the
"Sh!

they

are

Absolutely Mir·

THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE
at the west Kate and two to attend the carriage aud horses In the
ravine beyond the castle."
"When did these men arrive?"
"This morning. I kept them In my
sister's home until an hour ago. They
are now in the ravine awaiting Ostrom and myself. Are you sure, Michael, that the guards and the cook
have been made to understand every
The faintest slip will meao
detail?
ruin."
"They are to be trusted fully. Their
"ay is to be high enough to make It an
object to be infallible. The guard,
Dushan, will leave the gate unwatch·
ed, and you will chloroform him, with
his consent, of course. ïou will enter,
us I have explained before, and crawl
along iu the dark shadow of the wall
until you reach the arbor that loads
to the kitchen and scullery. Here unother guard, Habbo, known to Ostrom
as a comrade in lier royal highness'
service not more than a year ago, will
lie will be bouud
be encountered.
aud gagged without the least noise or
struggle. Just as the clock strikes 2
the cook will walk past the scullery
window in the basement thrice, carrying a lighted candle. You will see
this light through the window and
will kuow that all is well inside the
castle.
Ostrom. you will then lead

guard

the two Viennese to a place directly
beneath the third window in the prinThere are
cess" sleeping apartment.
several clumps of shrubbery there, aud
under these they will hide, protected

"He ihmtld be here at 12."
from the gaze of any watchman Who
le uot with us. You and Ueddoe wtU
be udmltted to the scullery by the
cook, wlio will conduct you to the ball
leading to her highness' bedroom. The
man who guards her door le called
Danuox. He will not be at his poet,
but will accompany you when you
leave the castle. You will understand
how carefully you must enter ber room
and how deeply she must be cbloro·
In the adjoining room bet
formed.
lady in waiting, the Countess Dagmar,
sleeps. If her door is ajar, you ar· to
creep in nnd chloroform ber, tearing
her undisturbed. Then the princess is
to be wrapped in the cloth you take
with you and lowered from the window to the men below. They are to
remain In hiding until you have left
the cnstle and have reached tbelr aide.
It will uot be difficult. If caution la observed. for you to get outside of the
wall and to the carriage in the ravine.
I have given you this plan of action
before, I know, but I desire to impress It flrmly upon your minds. There
must not be the slightest deviation.
The precision of clockwork is neces-

sary."

[TO

RK

(OMTINUU).]

>

Hraterim In Dofi.
Nerves are the disease of the present
day among human beings, but I did
not know till recently that hysteria la
also a malady of dogs. A friend of mine
owned α dog which suddenly one day
was seized with au attack of nerve*.
Since then it has been very ill, wander-

ing incessantly round and round the
bo.ity to Ganlook before morning."
room, refusing food, but still recogniz"They do not know the real object of ing Its owner. Another little dog sufswallowed him.
Are
"Well. Ifs a fair Versailles,' ob- the raid, then. That is as I desired.
fered from hysteria In consequence of
served Anguish, as they walked down they trusty and experienced men?"
fright from railway traveling, and It
alls tor you at 3 o'clock tomorrow after- I
"The beet—or the worst—that I could
the street, glancing back at the frowntoon, he will conduct you to my home,
really seems as though civilization, In
/here I shall truly be charmed to see
find in Vienna. Not one understands rendering dogs more delicate and
ing wall.
Will you bring your frlendi
I
°U neain
are bo ignorant
"It all goes to make me wonder why our language, and they
more susceptible, bad done tbem a
gOPHIA OUOGENBLOCKBR.
of our town that they are entirely de- distinct
name of heaven we have never
the
in
physical Injury. London
Lorry could have embraced the meeknow
nothing
heard of this land of Graustark, said pendent on me. They
Graphic.
There was a suspicion of
enger.
and
still thinking of the castles whatever of the princess, Michael,
ireathlessness In his voice when he Lorry,
will do only as they are told, realizing
Werk riinied Oat.
grandeur.
omitting certain tender details, of soned, the driver and the footman beto
ried to say calmly
Harry:
that if caught they will be guillotined.
"That was α pleasant gentleman 70a
we
of
lots
As he proceeded the chief side him wore rich uniforms, the veare
there
course.
things
boy.
"My
"An Invitation for tomorrow."
|
1 have told them it Is the royal palace Introduced to me."
don't know. We're too busy. Don't you
grew more and more Interested, and hicle Itself gleamed and glistened with
"I knew It would come that way."
|
we arc to rifle. Ostrom here and I are
"Yes; be has some excellent qualities.
the
world
half
one
but
short
when at last Lorry came to the de- gold and silver trimmings.
that
A
remember
"Also wants you to come."
the only ones except yourself and the I am going to make something of him
knows how the other half lives? I
scription of the strange trio he gave a distance behind rode two young sol"Shan't I be in the way?"
men who will aid us inside the cattle,
if he will let me."
sudden start, exposed a queer little diers, swords to their shoulders, scab- ;
wager there are not twenty-five people
who know the truth, sir."
"You make something of him? Why,
smile for a second or two and then was banls clanking against their stirrups.
In the United States who know there
"It cannot fall unless those Inside he looks old enough to be your father."
as sphinxlike as before. The ever vigiis such a country as Graustark."
Each was attired in the tight red troufalse or unworthy," said the
"He is old enough. That1 a what I'm
lant Anguish observed the involuntary sere, shiny boots, close fitting black
"I don't believe that a single soul prove
There is no other season when good
hoarse voiced Ostrom. Anguish'· lin- going to make of him—a father-lnof the place,
heard
start and smile, quick as the chief had coat with gilt trimmings and the red
has
there
over
the
In
m
needed
fiercemuch
so
so
is
λ
nedicine
gers were gripping Lorry's leg
law."—Kansas City Journal.
been to recover himself, and felt a thrill cap which the Americans had noted
vouchsafed Lorry, very truthfully.
to burst
said ly that the blood was ready
of triumph. To his anger and Impa- before because of its brilliancy. Peo* ' îpring.
"I'll accept the amendment,
did not feel the pain. Here,
Plenty ot Taate.
tience. however, the old officer calmly pie along the street were bowing deepThe blood ta impure, wealc ana Anguish. Then he proceeded to take a out, but he
in which
"Well," said Nuritch, who had been
of the castle from the * then, was some gigantic plot
shook his head at the end of the narra- ly to the occupants, two ladles.
j mpoveriehed—ft condition indicated
of the princess herself wai showing Kandor through bis new
tive and announced that he was as
of the street He also secured a num- the person
"Harry 1 Look!" exclaimed Lorry,
on the
>y pimples and other eruption·
be considered. Wa· it an assassina- house, "what do you think of the for·
much in the dark as ever.
ber of views of the mountain side, of to
clutching hi· friend's arm like a vise.
* ace and body, by deficient vitality,
tion?
nlahln'ar
some odd little dwelling houses and
"There in the carriage—on this side."'
"You have five of these Viennese?"
"They—er—show a great deal of
1 oss of appetite, lack of strength, and two or three interesting exposure» of
His voice was hoarse and trembling.
the
beneath
stand
to
two
"Tes;
from
taste,"
replied Kandor.
children.
robed
Everybody,
red
?"
animation.
cried
rant of
"Miss Gog
Guggenslocker
window to receive the booty as we
"Think βοΓ
children up. wore loose robes.
Anguish.
stand
to
one
~~vthe
ground,
Hood Farm
"Yes; but it's all very bad."
red. some black, some blue, but all In lower It to
taken 24 houra after ί
"Yea, ye·!" They had stopped, and
were
robes
these
Beneath
colors.
solid
Calf Scour Cure birth with scours of Lorry wa· grasping a garden wall
If· Cava· For Complaint.
baggy trousers and blouses among tb
•
a watery, foamy na- with one band.
"So you resent these hints of disa'"a
no summer
Cakes
short skirts among the women.
Disease
tare, wee weak and
men,
"Then It's funny nobody knows the
and
Make the blood pure, vigorou·
honesty in the government 7"
All wore low boots and a sort of tu
name here. She seems to be some one
vacation.
Digestive
create ftppetite, give vitality, ban. These costumes, of course, were
"Moat emphatic," answered Farmer
■icb,
I
heaven!
Good
of
and
consequence.
doses of Hood Farm Calf Scour Cure
flesh and
need
"I've been buyln' postage
If
and cur· confined to the native civilians. At thé
Corntossel.
and
animation,
you
all
around
It
beaumost
itrength
the
She's
don't blame you!
Digestive Powder brought
from the government fur year·
was
ever since."
stamps
well
aristocrats
the
of
been
has
the
it
doing
use
and
the
hotel
whole
garb
Have
family
ill eruption·.
right
tiful"—
and never got cheated yet "—WashingM. E. Ruth, Hanover, Pa.
vastly different The women were
By this time the carriage was al- *"in *o take them today.
"
ton Star.
Hood Farm Calf Scour Cure and Digeswned after the latest VienneM patr
most opposite and within forty feet
1ft
need
been
has
"Hood's
Sarsaparilla
tbos· of the
tive Powder cured three bad cases of scours
of where they stood. The ladles—Miss «τ family for some time, and always with, terns, and the men, except
In my herd. I find the Digestive Powder
army, wore clothe· almost as «^rt as
L. C. Guggenslocker*s companion was young
rood results. Last spring I was all rua
Oatioaé.
summer as in winter.
gives the calf strength and appetite."
which covered the American.
as herself—bad
as
almost
and
Conn.
as
usual
and
beautiful
Rath bone, Hebron,
town and got a bottle of it,
|
"Ht doted on Alice and would have
Stnd (or fret sample.
Miss
Guggenslocker—or
the
two,
observed
Call
for
not
agitated
and
$2.50.
Bwla*
but, received great bw-flt."
Two sises of each—$1
married her but for her mother."
SCOTT ft BOW NE, Chtmbta,
name might b«-and ber
circular on Calf Scour Treatment.
Lorry's face was beaming, his bat was Joyce, Stowe, Vk
New York.
"Ah! Her mother"—
m>J P*rl Street,
^
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as
&
the
exquisitely
to
to
Co.,
A.
8hu*tlxff
was
he
F.
aud
all
ready
spring
off,
For sale by
drugfiau.
9DC.UMlfi.ao;
t· panion
"Yea, her mother was still mora atHood'·
prom'···
iareapailll·
the
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seen
be
to
women
1
moment's
side
a
at
warning.
any
carriage
I Paxil, Me.
tractive."
and keep· thé proml···
I Then the young girl at the aide of the J lur·
tarda or in Hyde park of an aftaraooa.
1
My Dear Mr. Lorry-I was very much
I
urnrleed to see you thi· morning.
that ! w.. delighted. If you
/111 accompany this messenger when he
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had
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Bethel.

THE OXFORD BEARS.
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Jht Φχίονά gtmocrat,
ISSUED TUESDAYS.

ΓΗΕ DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, JUNE 9, 1903.

Paris Hill.

ATWOOD

&

Editor· «ad

FORBES,

First
Ρa* tor.

A. E. FoitBKS.

Tkkmb —#1 JO a year If paid strictly In advance.
Otherwise #2.00 a year. Single copie· 4 cent·.
All legal advertisement*
ADVKjmsKMK.NTe :
are (riven three coneectlTe Insertions for #1.30
per inch In length of column. Special contracte
made with local, transient and yearly advertis—

Mise P. N. Andrews left on Tuesday
[or Boston, from which port she sailed
She goes
du Saturday for Naples, Italy.
an this European trip in company with a
party of teachers who are to speud about
three months on the other side, arriving
home the last of September.
John R. Keilly came to the Hubbard
House Wednesday night, to remain for
the summer.
Daniel Winslow of New York, who
spent the summer and fall of last year
at Paris Hill, arrived at The Beeches
Wednesday to spend the present season.
John M. Morris arrived at the Hill
Sunday night to remain for the summer.
Next Sunday will be observed as children's Sunday at the Universalist church.
At the morning service there will be a
sermon appropriate to the occasion by
Kev. Mr. Little. In the evening at 7:30
a concert will be given by the Sunday
School.
Guy Bennett arrived home from the
University of Maine Thursday night,
having completed the first year of the

ers.

Job PeurriNO —New type, fast pressée, steam
power, exi>ertenced workmen and low prices
combine to make this department of our business complete and popular.

Coming

Events.

June 10.—Dedication of new I"nlversailst church,
Andover.
June 10,11.—Semi-annual meeting of Oxford Association of CnlTcrsaUsts, Andover.
June 10, 11.—I nlon Conference of Congregation

al Churches, Albany.
June in, 11.—Ox fool Baptist Quarterly Meeting,
Mexico.

NEW

with bunting in the class colors, crimson
rod white, and the rails of the gallery
On the
were trimmed with the same.
Front of the organ hung the class banner
rod the front of the pulpit was banked
with flowers and evergreene.
Thursday afternoon, Odeon Hall was
packed to listen to the graduating exercises. The stage over head and on
the sides and back was tastily decorated
vrith the class colors in bunting, while
upon one side of the hall hung the banOver the stage was
ners of each class.
the class motto, "Fidelis Omnibus," and
all had un air of happy expectancy, as
the classes were marshaled in by Willie
Brooks, each class carrying its banner.
The following programme was most
faultlessly carried out:

Baptist Church, tUfr. H. H. Bishop.
Preaching every Sunday at 11 A. M.

iun<lay School at 12 M. Junior C. K. at 2 M p. M.
sabbath Evening Service at 7 30 p. M. T. P. S.
C. E. Wedneetlar evening at 7:30 p. m.
Prayer
Meeting Thursdav evening at 7 JO. Covenant
Vlovtlug the last FrHay before the let Sunday
it the month at 2 SO p. m. All not otherwise connected are cordl&llv Invited.
UnlveiitallM Church. Rev. J. H. Little. Pastor.
Preaching service every Sunday at 11 A. *·
Sunday School at 12 m.

Proprietor·.

UBOKGK M. ATWOOD.

!

ADVERTISEMENTS.

County Commlssonere'Court and Roa<l Bills.
Trouser Rc<iulrements.j

90 Cents.
White Muslin Waints.
Blue Stores.
β Big Bargain In Decorated Table Ware,
Probate Notices.
3 Appointments.
Stray Cattle.

Buckfleld.
The week has been given up to the
C. R. Whitten has recently visited
commencement exercises of Gould Acad- his mother.
Amial Jones of Boston is in town.
smy. Sunday the baccalaureate sermon
iras preached by Rev. C. N. Gleaeon at He likes to return to his old Buckfleld
;he Congregationalist church. It was a friends, and he always receives a kindalain, practical sermon to the young ly greeting.
The organ was decorated
Helen Atwood of Rumford Falls is
graduates.

Music.

Music.

Salutatory : The Hall of Fame,
Victor Marshall Gehrlnp.
"Fannie Alma Swan.
Self Reliance,
Frank Jonee Weed.
Value of Idea's,
*Addie Agnes Brooke.
Westminster Abbey,
Lula Marie Arno.
Heyond Money Value,
Music.

Howard Grenville Phllbrook.
The Attainment of Success,
•Florence Daisy Sktlllngs.
Class Oration : Fidelis Omnibus.
Earle Walter Phllbrook.
Modern Inventions, «George Raymond Knight.
Address to Undergraduates,
James Cleveland Bartlett.
Music.
*Wldd Brown Twaddle.
Chester Howe Bean.
Lucie Matilda Morse.

Responsibility,
Class History,

full until we can understand what is in
man, until we can understand the very
spring and fountain of his emotional
nature.
And that is a subject tit for the

Miss C.

Sunday

What is there in a few yards of bunting bearing certain devices that t an sti
men as they have been stirred all down
the ages, that can make the weak strong,
the timid, brave? The different devices
on the banners of the world are but little
in themselves. "A rose with any other
name would smell as sweet."'
A banner
with another device would have the same
drawing and magnetic power for a people who call it, "Our Flag."
0, there is a kinship between the
nations of the earth. There are family
characteristics, family traits, whatever
the color of the skin. God created of
one blood all nations to dwell upon the
face of the whole earth. It has proved
to be a quarrelsome family almost from
the dawn of time, sometimes for a principle but oftener for conquest; but
whether for principle or for conquest
men have fought for the tlag till death
changed the program, rang down the
curtain and shifted the scene to the
second act in the grand drama beyond
the misty veil where never is heard the
rattle of musketry, bursting of bombs
nor rebel yell, and where the device on
the banner is—l'eace.
It is not to be expected that other
nations would look upon that tlag of ours
with the same partiality, with the same
pride and complacency with which we
regard it. We have sometimes fancied
that they regard it with feelings of
jealousy, and yet with respect and with
a wholesome fear, knowing full well
that the owners of it have the happy
faculty of defending it considerable
kind of sharp. What a mighty host has
been revealed in the annals of time
whose individual members have sait! by
their acts if not in such words as Whittier put into the mouth of Barbara F.—

Wilson's

guides.

The circle met with Mrs. F. A. Flint

Wednesday.

The scholars devoted Friday afternoon
singing and speaking, or reading
patriotic pieces under the supervision of
their teacher. Miss Jacobs. The schoolbouse was decorated with evergreens
and small tlags, the big Hag being draped
i>ver the arch.
Saturday, the graves were decorated,
Comrades J. W. Clark and Hugh Hoyt
being present; singing by the young
people and the reading of a poem written for the occasion by Mrs. A. S. Marsh
of Boston. Flags were set at the graves
of A. S. Wilson, Isaac Whittemore and
Enoch Whittemore; wooden tablets for
tlags set for G. W. Linnell and John
Colby Lombard.
No let up on the drouth.
to

delegates.Ύ

iienedlction.

Prin. Hansconie in a few most fitting
words conferred the diplomas upon the
class of fifteen young men and ladies.
Payne &* PIuminer's Orchestra were in
attendance which is a guarantee of the
high class of music rendered. Thursday
evening the hall was again filled for the
concert which was given by the JEolian
Quartette, Lewiston, with Frank Holding, violinist.
The many hearty recalls were most
generously responded to and the whole
programme was exquisitely rendered.
Mr. John David, as impersonator, showed marked talent.
The finale came Friday evening when
the class gave a reception to the friends
of Old Gould, from S to 9:30, dancing
3:30 to 11:30.
Payne & Plummer's
orchestra was in attendance through the
evening and it was a most enjoyable
close to the week's almost faultless exercises. Teachers and scholars have the
best wishes of the who'e community and
the class of 1903 is one to justly call
forth pride for the talent of our young
people and the faithful teachers. The
class of 11*03 takes its place in the larger
fields of education with a hearty God
speed from a host of friends.
Several from the Bethel union attended the W. C. T. U. Convention at West

Paris, Wednesday.

Miss Isabel Woodbury of Norway is a
at Mr. Chandler's.
Mr. Wm. Hastings has returned from
Boston with au automobile of finest

guest

design.

Miss Miriam Ilerrick came up from
Portland to attend the reception.
Principal Hansconie was called to his
former home Friday, by the critical illness of his father.

East Hebron.

Seeds sown have started well and are
dark, bright green. The frost bitten

ones are many of them alive and now
leaves growing on them.
"The rooks are iHxKUng on the trees,
The roads are a solid mass of dust
Upon this sultry summer noon;
when a team passes over them.
The heat Is ninety odd degrees.
A Hebron base bull team came to East
Anil 'tie the leafy month of June."
ilebron May 2!» to enjoy a game of ball
"When people tell you slight things
with the East Ilebron team. The inOf Dick an·) Tom anil Harry,
Be careful how you answer back—
were as follows:
nings
Kor those who fetch will carry."
12345678 »—Total.
The village hotel is closed.
Kast Hebron.....0 1 1 2 2 5 12 12 15—50
S. W. Potter, Esq., is in quite poor Hebron,
1 2 2 2 2 4 9 9 12-43
health.
The game was a close one, but all did
Thomas Vashaw has moved to Mason. their best and enjoyed the afternoon
Forest tires are being spread by the linely, and will meet this week for another
wind.
game.
•Smoke, dust, drouth and destruction.
.lolin E. Davis of Lynn passed Saturday
Everything blightable is being blight- and Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. E. Allen.
ed by frosts and drouth.
Mrs. Allen is gaining slowly: she rides
Cattle have to be fed to keep them from out and goes out in the open air by restarving in dry pastures.
quest of the doctor.
Elmer R. Briggs is assisting M. M.
Clara Washburn is visiting friends in
O'Reilly in the railway station.
Turner.
J. F. Guptill has bought A. J. HasOrville Pierce of Lewiston came on
kell's double house and is keeping board- his wheel to visit his uncle, Frank Pierce
ers.
and family, last week, and returned by
Emma and Elbert Briggs are visiting West Minot to make his cousin Everett a
their sister, Mrs. Etta R. Cummings, in short visit.
Albany.
Children's Day was observed by East
Otis X. Mason and wife of Everett, Hebron Grange JuneAl. The eveniug
Mass., have been spending a week with was passed in listening to dialoguos,
his mother, Mrs. Mary L. Mason.
recitations, and selections by a large
A grand concert by twenty-five singers
company of children.
will be given in Bell's Flail on Tuesday
Tuesday afternoon the engine set lire
evening, June 16th, under the leadership in the pines about one-half mile north of
jf Prof. W. Scott Wight, which is proof the station. The citizens went to help
chat it will be an entertaiument well
tight the tire, but a car load of Italians
worth attending. The chorus will be soon arrived and prevented the fire from
assisted by Misses Jane Gibson, Ruth
spreading. There is a heavy cloud of
Bean, Grace M. Chapman and Alice smoke this morning, but no flames.
Billings of Bethel Hill, and Miss Edith
Sweden.
tf. Cole of Gilead.

West Bethel.

Eer

Owen Burnham Stone, the senior public school principal of Salem, Mass., died
it his home, Holly Street, in that city,
Wednesday afternoon, May 27th. lie
was a native of this town, and was born
He was educated at
jn March 10, 1S35.
Fryeburg Academy, after which he preat
the Bridgewater
as
a
teacher
pared
Sormal School. After completing a full
:erni he began teaching in the district
ichools of this state in September,
Fie afterward taught grammar schools in
Vorth Easton, Mass., and in Portland,
ind the high school in Warren, Mass.
He went to Salem in September, 1ST3, to
:he Saltonstall School, of which he was
;he only principal. He was a member
)f Quaboag Lodge, F. A. M., of Warren,
liass., and the Essex Institute of Salem.
Ele leaves a eon (Walter V. Stone of

Sumner.

Clyde

Morrill is quite poorly.
Bertha Sturtevant has gone to Auburn
>n an extended visit.
Ethel Morrill is at home from Buckield for a week's vacation.
Mr. Jerry Brackett of Auburn visited
lis sister, Mrs. Julia Bowker, a few days
ast week.
Julian Dyer, wife and son, of Rum'ord Falls, visited in this place recently
Charles Silver has hired Frank Phil>rick's farm, formerly known as the
John Davenport farm.
Wm. Glover and wife of Livermore
Falls visited at C. B. Tuttle's recently.
George Dyer swapped a yoke of oxen
'or a pair of horses with Walter Russell

John.

•eceutly.

Personal.

Liovell) and three grandsons.

East Sumner.

The almost unparalleled dry weather is
lie chief topic of remark. It is becomng very severe. 1903 is liable to go on
ecortl as the companion of 1826, the year
>f hot weather and fires. Forest fires
ire making havoc everywhere, especialy along railroad lines. A large crew on
he construction trains of the P. «S R. F.
{. R. have been taken from their regular
vork to tight fires. Fires are set nearly
>very day and it requires great exertion
ο control them.
The hay crop on dry sandy soils is
loomed and the old hay that remains
in hand will have to be fed out this sum
nor, as stock cannot thrive in the pas-

of
The Pottsville (Pa.) Republican
26th has this paragraph which
seems to presage honors for a wellknown native of Oxford County, son of
the late Judge Woodbury of Bethel:
4,The Democrats of Pennsylvania are
hunting around for a strong state ticket
this fall, believing that this, as an off
year, may produce surprising results at
the polls next fall, particularly if they
can form an alliance with independent
Republicans. With this object in view
the name of W. K. Woodbury, of Pottsville, is very favorably mentioned for
one of the nominations for the Superior
Court bench. Mr. Woodbury has heretofore taken a very active part in state
politics, and his nomination by the
Democrats would undoubtedly result in
the calling of a convention of Independent Republicans, who would endorse
his nomination and probly fuse with the
Democrats. His nomination would be a
master stroke of political wisdom upon
the part of the followers of Jefferson
and Jackson."

May

The hearing in the case of Arthur S.
Lane, arrested at Cornish charged with
the murder of Miss Olive Broad at that

Mills.

The Chauocey party went to Parma.heenee Sunday last, Guy Brooks, A. K.
Pennock, Arthur Littlehale, Geo. Flint,

"Shoot, tf you must, this old gray head.
But spare your country's Hag, she said."
The character of a people fixes the
value of its tlag. When a nation is on
the decline, more and more its tlag
gathers stains, and at the last it becomes
a thing of
contempt. Our tlag stands
for the best things in all the world, the
only principles that can make a nation
great. It stands for unity, the union of
hearts, the union of hands, the union of
states, for liberty anil the pursuit of
happiness. Have all these things come
down to us unimpaired as heirs of a
noble ancestry?
There are those who claim that we
have departed from the old paths that
were trodden with unswerving feet by
the fathers and founders of the Republic.
If that be so, shall we find the new
paths are easier, a shorter and a surer
way to a glad and a glorious destiny?
Opinions differ, but no man knows. Do
the people rule, or are they ruled? And
if ruled and managed by bosses, is it a
better and more desirable state of affairs
than to be ruled by one who wears a
crown? It is claimed that the Morgans
and others of kindred interests make
the governmental moves on the political
chessboard, so that really our political
freedom is only a myth.
Most certainly we have our liberty, for
we are out of jail —bless the Lord ! and
we can vote or stay
at home or go afishing in open time, but when we vote
and our man gets there he is ours no
longer. At least it isn't safe to bet on
him. When the political experts whisin his ear, all there is of him is theirs.
at and brains, boots and breeches.
It is claimed that a few coal barons
and a few other sorts of barons practically own the country. They seem to be
meeting with difficulties in delivering the
goods. "Man's inhumanity to man
makes countless thousands mourn." is
just as true to-day as it ever was, and it
was always true as Holy Writ.
The dark places of the earth are full
of cruelty, and so are some ports that
have every reason to be full of light.
The dear old tlag stands for nothing of
that kind anywhere, and never will, else
the God of our fathers will write upon
our banner:
"Weighed in the balance
and found wanting." Please God that
device shall never appear on the face of
our ilag ominous as the handwriting on

It has almost seemed as if the state of
Maine was on tire during the past week,
The
as indeed a great deal of it was.
forest lires all over the state, many of
which have been burning for weeks,
were fanned into increased activity by
the wind, and not only woods but towns
suffered. The worst affair was the complete destruction of the village known
as Braggville, which is Sherman station
on the Bangor and Aroostook Railroad,
in the town of Sherman. The entire
village of fifty buildings was burned
Wednesday. At least two men narrowly escaped with then lives. Many isolated sets of buildings in different parts of
the state have been burned, and several
villages threatened. Forest fires are
raging all over the state, most fiercely
perhaps in Aroostook Connty, and it is
difficult to estimate the value of the timber destroyed. Only a prolonged, soaking rain can check the fires now. Not
a drop has fallen for nearly two weeks,
and none of any consequence for two
months.

•Excused.

Miss Ethel Houghton was at home over
from Wilton.
Mrs. F. E. Beedy, who has been visiting some time at Dr. Houghton's, leaves
Monday for Weld.
Miss Eliza Butterfield, who has been
juite sick with lung fever at Dr. Houghton's, is on the gain.
Between 11 and 12 o'clock Saturday
night a man was discovered lurking
tround the rear of the buildings at Lyonsilen. A search party started out, and
After a few minutes the intruder emerged from the barn cellar and disappeared
ilown over the hill, pursued by the bullets in Hurry Lyon's revolver. There
bas been some particularly mean and
dirty work done here recently, ami miduight prowlers who are discovered are
likely to meet a pretty warm reception.

angels.

the wall.

Kendall of South Framingof their

A.

bam, Mass., are the guests
cousin, Mrs. O. A. Maxim.

East Waterford.

Mr. aud Mrs. Edgar L. Stone spent
ast week at Pride Brothers'. Mr. Stone
ias been very sick with typhoid fever
ind is still unable to work.
B. W. Sanderson came home Saturday
» bring his sister Helen, returning to
Sates Monday. The latter left the hos)ital May IS, and has since been at her
mcle's, D. R. Hastings', in Auburn. She
s able to sit up a part of the time.
G. L. Hilton is laid up with a bad arm,
caused by sticking a rusty nail in his
land. Georgo Moley is working for
lim.
George Clark, who was returning with
>ther bicyclists from the North Waterord dance Friday night, was struck by
team and rendered unconscious. Forunately he was not seriously injured.
The road machine and crew were here
aetweek. They are doing good work.
Mrs. Henry Wentworth spent May 20
it L. M. Sanderson's.
Mrs. G. A. Miller is sick.

ures.

The drought and fires have worked
treat damage all over the state and the
>nd is not yet.
But it is no use to be
lespondent. This is a rare season and
another like it may never come. So let's
>e
cheerful and hope for the best.
'Into each life some rain must fall."
West Buckfield.

wife and child, of
] -ewiston, called at Scott Briggs' last
y reek.
Jennie Bonney is quite sick with a

Georgo French,

(

old.
Montelle Bradbury, wife and sister, and

( iertie Bonney were over from Norway
ξ aturday and Sunday.
Charles Lowe has bought the Holmes
j lustin farm.
Mrs. Ed Phinney and children were
a t William Harlow's over Sunday.

Newry.
SUNDAY RIVER.

Mrs. Stowe of New York is with her
3 jn, Julian Stowe, for the summer.
Orrin Littlehale met with a bad accid ent, broke three ribs.
James Spinney is hauling stripe to
j ethel from Wight's mill on Bear River.
There is a big fire in Ketchum woods,
1 he people here complain of their eyes
Si
narting so from the effects of the
8] noke.
Miss Locke has two boarders from
S ew York.
Orrington Yorke is working on Thurot< >n's new mill.
Herbert Kendall has gone to West
£ ethel to work a week.
Mr. Long has gone to Poplar Tavern
d >ing carpenter work.

place last September, was completed
Wednesday. A large number of witnesses were examined, and the evidence
At the close
was gone over thoroughly.
Crop· and
h< ire.
of the hearing Lane was discharged.

gran

are

looking

Oxford.

ι

ft

r

several week·.

c

ther repair· bj Mr.

Eugene Gray.

terribly dry and

we are

having

awful forest fires.
Miss Carrie Jewell is visiting Ethel
( iuptill at this writing.
Wm. Walker and wife have returned
4 ο their home in Med ford, Mass., having
e pent their vacation with his parents,
1 ir. and Mrs. S. A. Walker.
Mr George Hardy is visiting friends
ι nd relatives in this place.
Ernest Jewett has moved into the mill
1
ι ome

°Charles Walker

and wife from Jacks on, Ν. H., visited his parents, Mr. and
1 Ire. S. A. Walker.
Pern.

Mr. A. McKenney of Houlton is visiti: ig his mother, Mrs. J. T. Getchell.
Thomas Farrar and wile* have gone to
I toston for a week's visit.
Mr. Joseph Casey has returned from a
ν isit to his father in Benedict.
S. A. Getchell has bought a fine horse
f: ■om Edwards of Lewieton to replace
ο ne that died a few days ago.Married, on the 3d, Mr. Daniel H.
C onant of'Peru and Miss Annie Lewis of
F era, formerly of New Brunswick. The
c sremony was performed by Rev. Mr.

Y reetoott of Canton.

o.

;

a

Devil,

King."

Wheeler,

W. J.
<

!

South Paris,

Experience has taught

men

that the

FLANNEL OR WORSTED

Summer

Shirts,

OUTING SUIT..

Maine.

PBOBATE NOTICES.
persons Interested In either ot the
hereinafter named :
held at Frrebarg,
▲t a Probate Court,
t η and for the County of Oxford, on tne Ont
ι *ue»day of June, In the year of our Lord one
t houiand nine hundred and three. The followaction
ng matter having been presented for the
hereupon hereinafter Indicated, It la hereby

Underwear,
Hosiery,
Neckwear,

to them daring the
weatner as the overcoat or ulster
is in cold weather.
Anticipating these
wants we have a large variety of these
Suits to show you for
la as

ι 'o all

warm

J

indispensable

$5

< >rdkkkd:
That notice

thereof be given to all persons tabrested by causing a copy of this order to be
lubllshed three week· successively la the Oxj ord Democrat, a newspaper published at South
1 'arts, In said County, tnat they may appear at a
'rebate Court to be held at Paris, on
he third Tuesday of July, A. D. 1908, at 9 of the
< lock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon if
1 hey see cause.

to

Straw

$10.

MART O. DURGIN late of Porter, deceased;
rill and petition for probate thereof, and the apof Jay L. Frlnk as administrator
lolntment
1
rlth the will annexed presented by Cyrus L.
widower.
>urg1n,

Hats,

Duck and

Crash Hats.

ODD TROUSERS with Cuffs and
belt straps add much to one's comfort and appearance, $a and $3.

]
,

]

ELLEN R. KENISON late of Brown Held, deeased ; will and petition for probate thereof, and
he
t
appointment of Jay L. Krlnk as admlnlstratc r with the will annexed presented by Geo. G.
1 Cenlson, widower.

F. H. NOYES CO.,

(

ZILPHA McDONALD lsteofBrownfleld.de< eased ; petition for order to distribute balance
emalnlng in hie hands presented by Francis A.

Γοχ, administrator.

(

•JAMES E. HARRIS late of Brownfleld, de
eased; final account presented for allowance by
L Frlnk, administrator.
kDDISON E. HERRICK,Judge of said Court.
A true copy—attest :
ALBERT D. PARK. Register.
I.

SOUTH

Having received a large stock of Harness and Horse Collars
direct from factories, we are prepared to show extra good
values.
We also have a complete stock of

NOTICE.

Summer Stable Blankets,

j

Noyes Drug Store, Norway.

Henry Rollins, a lumberman about 50
old, and employed by the Berlin
ills Co. in township No. 0, died Tuesly night, the result of drinking a quanty of horse colic cure, which be took on
onday by mistake. Nothing is known
the man's home or his family con·
ictions.
;ars

DRIVEN TO DESPERATION.

Living at an out of the way place, reote from civilization, a family is often
iven to desperation in case of accident,
suiting in Burns, Cuts, Wounds, Ulcers
b.
Lay in a supply of Bucklen's Arnica
It's the beet on earth. 25c. at
,lve.
A. Shurtleff & Co. ; Noyes Drug Store,
>rway.

Coolers, Robes,

Whips, Brushes,
Call and inspect

acknowledged

AS
GOOD

to

we

pleased

to

will

prices

to

AS

suit all.

A

Both Papers One Year for $2.25.
Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEW·
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will
bring you a free sample copy.

Trunks, Bags and Dress
Suit Cases.

PARLIN'S Pain Powders

W. 0, & G. W.

Frothingham,

South

Paris,

Headache in 20 to 60 minutes.
from any other powder.

Maine.

First:— All the land described In a deed from
iunlcc H. Μ η son and Ayres' Mason to William
V. Mason, dated May 11th, 1865, recorded
>x ford County Records, "ook 1.16. pape :186, to
rhlr.b deed and record reference Is made for

particular description.

Second:—All that land described In

deed
rom Betsev K. Swift to William W. Mason
ated Sept. 6th, 1875, recorded in said records
took 172. page 200, also same property described
η deed from Mct*ey K. Swift, Guardian, to said
f aeon, dated Sept. 6th, 1875, recorded sa'd roc
rdg, Book lti!>, ρ ige» 527 ami 52H, to which deed
ml reeont of same reference Is made for a more
articular description.

throat, cough, croup,

from any other

hlch deed and record reference Is made for a
particular description, reserving the par
Francis C. Stowe,
1889, and April 16tb

lore

:1s sold to A. N. Stowe and
y deeds dated August 13th,
185.

Sixth :—All the land described in a deed from
alvin Blsbee to William W. Mason of land in
lley Plantation, In said County, dated Nov.
>th, 1880, recorded Book 189, page lie, to which
jed and record reference Is made for a more

Better results than

etc.

prescription by

for the Stomach, Blood, Liver and Kidneys.
results that can be obtained from any medicine.

ERNEST P. PARLIN,
Next door

to Post

The best
it.

Try

Prescription Druggist,
South Parie, Maine.

Office.

CASTORIAtatoMu"!Chita.

W.H»

TU And Ifon Hail Alwayi BtugU
We carry

rom

Fourth:—Also certain parcels of land situate
the town of Albany In said Oxford County,
lz. : AII that land described In a deed from John
..Pingrecto William W.Mason, dated Sept. 3rd
S73, recorded In said records Book 168, page (I,
lso all the pine trees standing and growing on
mil described In a deed from Kowena Wheeler
) William W. Mason, dated Sept. 14th, 1891, re
to
orded In said records, Vol. 227, pane
hlcb deeds and records reference Is made for
more particular description of the samo.
Fifth:— Also all the land dcsorlbed In tho fol
iwlng deed of land In Newry in uld Oxford
ounty, Tlx.: Deed from Andrew M. 8towe and
Iclven Stowe to William W. Mason, dated June
)th, 1875, recorded In Book 172, page 144, to

cough remedy.

RE-VI-NO—A famous
a famous physician

a

A leo all that land described In a deed
Third
Mlffhill Mason to William W. Mason, dated
anuary 24th, 1873. recorded In said recorl
look 167, pago 168, to which deed and record ref
rence Is made for a more particular description

Spruce Elixir

PARLIN'S Warranted

FORECLOSURE.

lirilEREAS, Israel W. Manon of Mexico anil
> > Herman Mason of Bethel, both In the
bounty of Oxford and State of Maine, by their
nort^ajro dec I, dated the 26th day of June, 1897,
,nd recorded in Oxfonl Registry of Decde, Book
17, papce 524, 538,5211, and 5J7, conveyed to Bur
In Savings Rank and Trust Company of Berlin,
ι. II., one one-half undivided part of the follow,
ng deecrl bed parcels of real estate situated In
he town of Bethel, Me.

lore

Better results than

cure

cures sore
NOTICE OF

MAZNS.

a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close touch
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEELLY
TRIBUNE is only 81.50 per year, butyou can secure it with
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

PAPER.

We also carry

Frothingham,

Tribune, which is

NEWS-

styles

buy.

is a metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost as
{rood as a daily, and your Rural Frtj Delivery Carriei
brings it to your door three times every woek.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news cf The Daily

DAILY

be

show you

many diflerent
at

our

Etc.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST

The Correct Dress
Shoe this Season.
store

stock before you

FARIB,

BOUTS

be

If you will call at

our

W. 0. & G. W.

Patent
Leather
Shoes
are

NORWAY.

PARIS.

Harness and Horse Collars !

Notice Is herebv given that I shall not occupy
1 he
part of my farm known as the northerlv and
vesterly part of lot No. 11, Kange 8, In Albany,
neanlng all of my Birch Hill lot lying north and
rest of a spotted line around my pasture (being
1 be southeast corner of lot above named). There
ore I shall not build fence around the above decri bed northerly and westerly part of lot 11,
, ange 8, which will hereafter be known as wild
1 and of Maine.
ANNA F. FLINT.
Albany, May 8th, 1903.

wi

It is

Inch

BLUE 8T0RK8.

record a 109.
By
of
Lord March,
dam
Jewel,
Point Dexter, 2 :ai 1-2.
lend for circular.

C0°P}®

Dr. and Mrs. Jenks of Rhode Island
ire occuping the cottage of Mr. W. R.
parris, on the shore of Thompson Pond,
who he is. Unless we have rain very
["hey will remain through June.
Walter Dawes and wife of Auburn are soon Andover may be visited by the big
ire on the north mountain side. Ground
isiting here.
The usual memorial exercises were β dry and parched and graes looks small
bserved. The graves of the comrades 'or June.
α both cemeteries were decorated in the
A crowd is expected to the dedication
The band was in attendance, >f the Univerealist church.
orenoon.
>inner was served in Temperance Hall,
Mrs. Ο. B. Poor has a new attachment
it 2 P. M. Rev. Arthur Callahan de- j or her piano, a simplex, and it is a most
Ivered the address at the Congregational < txcellent substitute for a pianist.
hurch.
Dr. Leslie left town today with his
Mr. E. W. Pratt, principal of the high 1 >ride, for New York.
Married in Andover, by Rev. Mr.
chool, was callec to Brunswick Wednes] tfitchell of Rnmford Falls, Dr. Leslie
ay, by the illness of his mother.
Mrs. Evalina Hersey of Auburn visit- ι md Miss Nellie Ripley, both of Andover.
d relatives here.
Measles are prevailing. Many of the
Denmark.
jholars are sick.
Fire broke out again on the plains on
John Howe is to move to Snow's Falls
he land of Chas. Bean and Geo. W.
) work at blacksmi thing.
iray last Wednesday, but has been put
ut
Dickvale.
Smoke from the many fires around has
nade it quite dark and gloomy in this
A fire is raging on Black Mountain.
J
electmen Holman and Turner have a 1 ittle village.
The long, dry spell has made the grass
rew fighting the fire.
8 nd other crops here look like a failure,
Mrs. O. C. Allen is quite ill.
The sweet corn crop is looking very
Mrs. J. H. Lovejoy and Mrs. Hannah
c oubtful.
Β owker remain quite ill.
Mr. Fernando Witham Is having a
The ground here is exceedingly dry.
re have not had as much as a shower * othouse window pat in his house, and

badly'?

DECORATE,
"Every

property,

Flag.
Class Prophecy,
cou'-se.
Music.
There is something magical and mysPreaching services will be resumed in
Perry Aehley Bean.
terious wrapped up in the folds of a the Baptist chi'rch, after the pastor's Presentation of Gifts,
Bessie Frances Stanley.
nation's tlag. There is something deep- vacation, next Sunday. The day will be Valedictory,
Music.
er than appears on the surface of the i>bserved as children's
day.
Conferring of Diplomas.
subject, and we cannot understand it in
Mrs. A. C. Bean of San Jose, Cal., and
Singing Class Ode.
Our

|

her grandparents.
Master Carl Turner, son of Rev. B. F.
Turner, has lately undergone an operation for an affection of the throat at the
post
Eye and Ear Infirmary at Portland.
Miss Delia H. Lane returned from ο stop it.
Appearances are favorable.
The property burned included the saw
a short time since and
Rumford
Falls
EdMrs.
Waldron
and
Elizabeth
Mrs.
aill of the International Paper Co., used
ward Bicknell attended the Universalist has now gone to New Baven, Conn., for
three months to work, for Mrs. Addie or cutting logs into pulp wood, a quanconvention at Portland.
ity of lumber, the boarding house beMrs. William Irish attended the funer- Bates.
Miss Carrie P. Bammond of Snow's onging to the company, several small
al of her old neighbor, Mrs. Oldham, at
Falls died last Thursday. She has been iottages belonging to guides and workHartford, Monday.
and seventeen lumber cars belongLester Colo, a son of Cyrus W. Cole, a great sufferer for many years, and nen,
imich sympathy has been expressed for ng to the railroad.
a former resident here, now of Boston,
The log station and other railroad
illness.
accompanied by the wife and mother, her in her lingering
Quite a party went from here to the >roperty, the dowel mill of C. B. Cumwere in town this weok with a view to
and Capt. Barker's sportgraduation of the Paris Bigh School, nings & Sons,
investing in real estate.
were in a good deal of danger,
The usual memorial services were class of '03. Those who have attended ng camps
the jut by lively work the fire was kept
carried out on May 30, with a fine and the high school from hero during
and graduated in this class are: ι iway from them.
Nezinscot
year
at
Hall,
past
address
appropriate
The loss is estimated at more than
Lola A. Lane, Margie M. McKenby Rev. B. F. Turner, with good music Misses
insured. The Internaney, Jennie L. Bradbury, Messrs. Clar- &3Γ>,000, partly
and children's exercises. >
Boratio ;ional Paper Co.'s loss is fairly well covSlight frost Friday morning, June 5th. ence W. Ridion, S. Barry\Locke,
thinke some >red.
Wednesday was one of the days such B. Bammond. Mr. Locke
The wildest and most persistent stoelsewhere later on.
as we rarely if ever behold, fire and of attending school
•ies in regard to the Bemis fire were flysmoke finally entirely obscuring the sun. Mr. Bammond has secured a position in
Massachusetts for the summer in one of ng over the county for two or three
A night watch is on duty.
the ordinary version being that the
Some farmers have given up planting the parks but a few miles from Kingston, lays,
Miss Bradbury goes in a few days to jlace was "all wiped out—station, Cumany corn. Many gardens are unplanted.
Barker's camps and everyBarrels of water I have carried to my Bryantville, Mass., to spend a vacation nings1 mill,
:hing." Large as the loss was, there is
strawberries and other garden truck, and with her aunt, Mrs. C. F. Boward.
The principal event of the week in -eaeon for congratulation that it is no
the worst of all is the extent of the
of worse.
calamities of drought, fire, smoke, and town lias been the Oxford Convention
Several forest fires have been burning
the Woman's Christian
Temperance
frost.
η the woods #ithin a few miles of Bemis
Edmond Gautier is again unfortunate. Union. Considering some unfavorable
for irtiumber of weeks, and considerable
This time it is a buzz planer which has circumstances there wu a good atThere was a ;imbor has been destroyed.
severely injured his hand. Last fall it tendance of
good inteiest and attendance at the
was appendicitis.
Summer Schools.
The Methodist people are expecting a meetings and much excellent work is
Summer schools for teachers, conductbeing doie in the county in the various
minister from Rhode Island.
>d by the state educational department,
Mrs. Merritt Parsons has gone to departments of work. The papers pretvill be held this year as follows:
Nashua to attend the funeral of a sented were both helpful and instructive.
The evening address by Mrs. Margaret Kort Kent. .July (110
Stonlogton, July 13-17
brother.
July 27-31
July 20-34 Saco,
Wlnthrop,
D. Ellis was listened to with profound
have
instructors
all had experience
The
also
a
house.
She
crowded
attention by
Bryant's Pond.
led the devotional services and gave a is teachers and superintendents of rural,
A party from Rumford Falls staid at
half-hour talk to the ladies in the after- tillage and city schools.
oyer
Sunday.
Camp Christopher
Miss Gertrude Edmund, principal of
All unite in pronouncing her one
noon.
Lester Heath has leased the hotel to
of tho most interesting lady speakers the Teachers' Training Schools of Lowell,
Mr.
Alton Brown of Dixfield, Me.
Excellent music was Mass., will have charge of the work in
ever beard.
Brown took possession May .'JOth. Mr. they
furnished on Wednesday evening by Primary Methods.
'Heath still owns the stable.
Dr. Charles O. Dewey of New York
Mrs. Geo. I. Burnham of South Paris.
Miss Ida Ford and Mrs. Agnes Brooks
The thanks of the convention are also md Mr. C. Π. Albert of Bloomsburg,
are through work at the hotel.
due Miss Jessie Tolman of South Paris Pa., will lecture on various subjects conConsidering the short time the Bryant's who very kindly assisted Mrs. Burnham lected with teaching.
Poud Band has been organized they play
It is hoped that Maine teachers will
by singing a most pleasing solo, and a
remarkably well and bid fair to do good duet
with Mrs. Burnham which received make a special effort to attend these
in
future.
the
work
Tuell sang a schools, and thus gain the inspiration
Albert Bowker is at home from West hearty applauso. Madge
solo, "Bo Shall Lead us Like a Shep- jnd receivo the benefits which these
Paris sick with tho grippe. His sympwith much credit.
Thursday eadcrs in educational thought will give.
toms are more favorable but ho is not herd,"
For information as to board, rooms
the following officers were
able to sit up at this writing, Friday morning
ind railroad rates, please write Miss
elected:
morning.
President—Mrs. Ε. Λ. G. Stlckncy, East Mary P. Nowland, Fort Kent; Mr.
Dana Bryant of Freeport, Me., is visit- BrownflcM.
Sumner P. Mills, Rockland; Supt. Ε. T.
Viee-Prc3l<Icnt8—Mrs. Elizabeth L. Blcknoll,
ing relatives in town.
Clifford,
Winthrop; Supt. John S. Locke,
L.
Illrnm.
Mrs.
Ellen
Pierce.
Norw.iv,
Fred Cole came from Massachusetts
saco.
Rec. Hec.—Miss Jennie M. Brown.
over
Sunday.
Saturday and remained
Cor. sec.—Mrs. Aunlv> R Barnes, Norway.
No tuition fees. No text-books requirMonday he returned to Massachusetts. Treas.—Mrs. Fannie M. Y. Clifford, Hiram.
ed. Expenses limited to board and railJohn Littlefield, a veteran of tho Civil
The acting county president, Mrs. •oad fare. Each school opens at 8:45
War, died Tueday of last weok. The Belle Nulty, of Buekfield, presided at \. m., Monday, and closes the following
funeral services were hold Thursday tho convention with ease and dignity
Friday afternoon.
afternoon at the Universalist church, and her resignation was accepted with
W. W. Stetson*,
the Rev. Henry Brown officiating. The regret.
State Superintendent of Public Schools.
iutermont was at Lakeside Cemetery.
will
be
resolutions
The
adopted
pubOno more grave to decorate with the lished next week.
Convention of the Blind.
flag and wreath.
All blind or partially blind residents
Greenwood.
Sydney Littlefield is in town. He
ire requested to mcot in convention at
came to attend tho funeral of his father.
Another Memorial Day has passed, Reception Tlall, City Building, Portland,
Poto
West
Miss Lena Felt has gone
another leaf removed from the calendar m June 17th and 18th. 1'.)<):!, for the pur·
land to fill the position of stenographer which ushered in the month of June, )oee of
organizing a Maine Association
for Fernald, Keeno & Trhe.
and what a prospect! To illustrate how :or the blind; also to select delegates to
the dust Hew on that day, a brief con- iecure legislation for the blind at the
nebron.
There will be special
îext legislature.
versation, overheard between a,
Memorial Day was observed as usual. of ladies,
might be reproduced One -ates at hotel and on all railroads from
A large delegation from Post Dwinal, lady remarked to her companion that June 10th to June 10th.
Mechanic Falls, was present. All re- she had partaken of more than her share
The first meeting for Vhe organization
gretted the absence of Capt. Bucknam, of dust since starting from home; well,
»f the Association will be called to order
who was unable to come on account of a said the other,
say we must all eat it 9:30 on the morning of Juno 17th.
"they
fall he had a few weeks ago. Prof. Sar- a peck of dirt during thislife, whether 3ther business
meetings will be held at
like it or not." "Possibly that may ! p. m. and 8 p. m. the same day, and at
gent made the address and Rev. S. D.
the
at
the
made
Richardson
prayer
be true", observed the first speaker, ):30 a. m. and 2 p. M. on the day followcemetery and remarks in the house. "but it seems a little hard to be obliged
ng. On Thursday evening, June 18th'
There were other appropriate exercises. to eat it all on the same day.
I hen it 8 p. m., a public meeting in the interthe
school
children,
America, sung by
they both laughed at the repartee and est of the Association will be held in the
under leadership of Harry Barrows, was commenced
talking about something main hall of the City Building. Good
very pleasing.
Cl
speakers have heen secured for all meetDr. Crane gave a fine memorial sermon
Report has it that the measles are in ngs.
on Sunday.
town and slowly coming nearer; there is
All desiring to attend the convention
Rev. Dr. Brooks and Comrade Monk nothing fearful about that disease, pro- ire
requested to notify Mr. Ryan as early
exorat
memorial
tho
South Paris were
viding duo care is taken of one s self dur- is possible before June 13th.
in
cises
Grange IlainVednesday evening. ing the time.
W. J. Ryax, Acting Secretary,
A very pleasant meeting was repor;ed.
Still they buy and sell and move about
'21 Quincy St., Portland, Me.
J. W. Amick, Esq., of Freeport, was in
Wesley King has sold his farm to Rawtown over Sunday and gave an address. son Martin and moved to West Paris.
Mrs. Hannah Bridge.
Miss Crane, a returned missionary, lias
Adoniram Swan has bought the place
Mrs. Ilannah (Gammon) Bridge, wife
been in tho pluce a few days.
occupied by Mr. Martin and if Oliver C. Bridge, died at her home in
formerly
Mr. and Mrs. Phelps of Woodfords arc moved onto it.
Mechanic Falls Wednesday, after an illboarding at Fred Sturtevant's.
Will Swan has moved in with his ]0S8 of three months of disease of the
A. M. Richardson was home for Satur- wife's father, Ransom Cole.
jraiu. She was a most estimable woman
and
Sunday.
day
Clifton Swan called at the Bennett ind had many frionds in Mechanic Falls
Mr. Joseph llibbs spent Sunday in place
Tuesday morning, on his way to ind in Skowhcgan, where she formerly
Deering with his brother and sister.
his father's. He has been at work on ived. She leaves a husband and two
On Tuesday, Mr. W. A. Bartlett met Bird Hill, and having been exposed to
:hildren, Edward W., and Charlotte C.
with a serious accident. He was clear- the measles
they sont him homo during Bridge. Also one sister, Mrs. Edee M.
ing up about the old barn cellar and the scare. He is the young man who Blake of Lowell, "Mass., tlireo brothers,
stepped on a board which broke, letting was so sick with the dropsy a few years Horatio II. Gammon of Portland, Me.;
him fall into the cellar, breaking two or
ago that everyone supposed him to be β. Adron Gammon of Mechanic Falls
more ribs and injuring him other ways. uear his
end, but was cured by taking ind Dr. Nathaniel Gammon of Lynn,
is
with
of
Boston
Bartlett
His son J. E.
swamp root. He now claims to be in Mass.
him.
good health.
She was born in Hartford, Me., June
...
Only one caterpillar tent seen this ÎS, 1851. The funeral services were held
Lovell.
that
into
annihilation
and
went
spring,
it the house on Friday, at one P. M.
Selectman W. S. Fox has a good forco as soon as discovered. Horse ll.es are lie v. F. E. Barton
officiating.
of men building a section of state road here again, but not very numerous as yet.
at No. 4.
Stake Races at Bethel.
Uncle Sam has now about five hundred
Ν. T. Fox is having a lot of poplar and
Tho Riversido Park Association offers
lifty million of gold in his pocket,
peeled at No. 8.
being to-day tho richest and best old mrses for stake races at its fair at
Men have been digging a well during gentleman in the world. But say, Mr
3etbel, Sept. 8, 0 and 10, as follows:
the week to supply water at the parson- Bryan, how much of that gold would he
2:40 Cities, Trot and Pace, puree $150.
at
water
of
The
indications
getting
2 25 Class, Trot and Pace, ]>urae $150.
have now, had you been president, and
age.
the location selected are not very promisto
1
had
silver
of
10
been
Entrance fee 5 per cent, payable as
hobby
your
carried out according to your liking.
ing at present.
ollows: $3.50 on or before June 15, 82.00
J. H. Fox is sawing bolts at hie mill. Please reply by return mail.
luly 15, $2.00 Aug. 15, when horses
The Allison cottage at the Center,
Called on Alden Chase of Bryant s nust be named.
Additional 5 per cent
built by Benjamin Russell, Jr., for the Pond, Memorial Day, and found bim ο be deducted from winners.
Eight to
Allison family of Cambridge, Mass., is quite comfortable. Bright's disease has
inter, four to start. Entries will posi
completed.
disappeared, but his legs are so weak as ively close on Monday, June 15, 1903
Mrs. Fred W. Dallinger and son John to refuse to
support his weight. He has ^nd must bo made to L. A. Ilall, Secraare at D. W. Russell's for tho summer.
also lost the use of one eye; yet the ary, Bethel, Maine.
at
of
Boston
is
Mrs. Will C. Drecrow
other is so perfect that he can read with
her father's, Mr. J. E. Emerys.
out spectacles. In this respect at least,
STARTLING EVIDENCE.
he is more highly favored than the singNorth Buckfield.
Fresh testimony in great quantity is
Ira D. Sankey, who is
evangelist,
ing
Ilolman W. Monk is home from the
onstantly coming in, declaring Dr
totally blind.
Cing's New Discovery for Consumption
University of Maine for his summer vacaNorth Paris.
tion.
Joughs and Colds to be unequaled.
from T. J. McFarland
Mabry Mayhew is homo from Norway
Oliver Fuller visited his brother, G. G. ecent expression
tontorville, Va. serves as example. He
in rather poor health, just up from the Fuller, here, June let.
mtos: "I had Bronchitis for three
measles.
Mrs. Martha Andrews is very much
ears and doctored all the time without
Wm. L. Cressey has returned to Salem,
>eing benefitted. Thon I began taking
Mass., where he is in business. Mr.
G. L. Curtis, wife, and little Mildred
Cressey is having his buildings painted. of Norway, and W. E. Curtis and wife, )r. King's New Discovery, and a few
ottles wholly cured me." Equally
Earl Hammond rents the place.
visited at Alton Curtis', May 31 et.
ffective in curing all Lung and Throat
J. F. Bicknell and A. F. Mason have
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Murcli and Mr. and
and
had their buildings painted.
Mrs. Roscoe Gray, with Elsie and Mar- roubles, Consumption, Pneumonia
Guaranteed by F. A. Shurtlefl &
Ed Smith has been on the sick list for
jorieandtwo others, visited their old rrip.
a while.
!o.; Noyés Drugstore, Norway, Drug
place, May 31st.
ists. Trial bottles free, rogular sizes
It was so dark Wednesday night in
The programme at the next grange
and $1.00.
our vicinity that folks who were out
meeting at West Paris will consist of an Oc.
had hard work to tell when they got old fashioned
epelling school.
homo and still there was a good moon.
Word comes from Grand Manan, of a
Hiram.
At this writing it is rather a discouragîarvolous catch of fish, some 5000 polOn the evening of Memorial Day, the
ing outlook for farmers. Their crops
)ck, which were recently taken in a
are badly injured by drought and frost venerable
Royal McLucas, a veteran of cine about six miles off Big Duck Is
and their hay crop will be cut off more (jo G 13th Maine
Regiment, passed to ind by Capt. G. Johnson, and landed at
than one-half from last year in our the
city immortal. He had been a mem- Woodward's Cove. This is one of the
vicinity.
ber of the Baptist church for some thirty
irgest catches ever recorded within the
years, and for some time oneofitsdeaîeniory of the oldest fisherman.
;ons.
He was a quiet, peaceable old
Brownfield.
Miss Patty Wentworth aged, 09 years gentleman, and for some years had been
WORST OF ALL EXPERIENCES,
and 7 months, died Friday, May 29. 6he mite infirm, enjoying a U. S. pension,
Can anything bo worse than to feol
leaves two sisters, Mrs. Merrill of Gray ilso a state pension. He claimed to be
tiat every minute will be your last?
and Miss Mary Wentworth who lives in ibout 90 years of age. Both of his
uch was the experience of Mrs. S. H
Trandfathers served in the Revolution.
this village, to mourn her loss.
"For three
ewson, Decatur, Ala.
Wednesday, the high winds and smoke Llis father and six uncles served in the
ears" she writes, "I endured insufferfrom forest fires were something fearful. ivar of 1S12, and two of his brothers eervblo pain from indigestion, stomach and
At 3 p. m. lights were needed to see to nl in the war for the union. On the day
owel trouble. Death seemed inevitable
read. Cinders were flying in every di- >f his funeral the school boys placed
hen doctors and all remedies failed
;heir flag at half mast in reverence for
rection.
t length I was induced to try Electric
;lie honored dead. A widow, and five of
itters and tho result was miraculous
;welvè children survive him.
Andover.
improved at once and now I'm com pietMr. William Haley is quite ill with
recovered."
For
Liver, Kidney,
The heavy forest fire north of here is ivphoid fever at Hon. Peter B. Young s
ioing destructive work. To-day is the vhere he has worked for several years. tomacli and Bowel troubles Electric
itters is the only medicine. Only 50c.
smokiest day we ever saw here; impossiStow.
's guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff &
ble to see a man across the street to tell

visiting

Invocation.

Opportunity,

Black Stallion,

The Bemis Fire.

West Paris.

The forest fires are becoming somewhat alarming, and at this writing the » 1UCH PBOPEBTY DESTROYED, THOUGH
hills are enveloped in emolce, but we
I
NOT AS 11ÛCH AS RUMOR HAD IT.
hope for a fall of rain soon which would
fivert serious spread of damage to propAbout half-past four last Monday afterarty.
ιοοη a fire which had been burning near
The foundation is ready for the house
Dare
to be built for L. C. Bates near the lemis suddenly swept down upon the
church. Ur. J. H. Cole will have charge ilaoe, and in three-quarters of an hour 1 )am,
lad destroyed several thousand dollars'
of the job for Mr. Adams of Norway.
in spite of the utmost j :ι ι 1-3, and
The materials are being hauled to rortb of
ndeavors of all the residents of the place (
office.
build the new

,,-x

«

a

_j-

full line of

Old Ladies' Comfort Shoes !
In

Lace, Congress, Oxfords, or Juliettes.
feet fitted comfortably here. We also

SMILEY

NORWAY,
112-3.

do

SHOE

2. N. SWETT, Manager and Salesman.
Telephone

You

can

get your

repairing.

STORE,

MAINE.
FAUNCE,

F. W.

Residence 112-12.

Salesman.

QUAKER RANGE

irtlcular description.

seventh :—A lso all the pine troes now standing
id growing on land described in a deed from
lmlra A. Harding to Charles P. Bartlett and
rilllam W. Mason, dated July 25th, 1880, reirdcd in said records Book 188, page 202. Said
nd situate in Andover In said County. To
hlch deed and record reference Is made for
ore

particular description.

Eighth :—Also all the lands in the town of
yron, In said County, described In the follow
g deeds, viz.: Deed from Abigail J. Hodsdon
William W. Mason, dated June 12th, 1888, reDeed from Charles
iriled Book 217, page 504.
Bartlett to William W. Mason, dated January
In
said
recorded
records, Book 221,
1890,
b,
ige 320.

Deed, from Charles P. Bartlett to William W
ason, dated August 20th, 1890, recorded In
Id record·. Book 216, page 465.
Reserving all
nds described In said dêed sold by said Wlllli
Ma>on, to which deeds and records of same
fcrence Is made for a more particular descrip
in.

Also all the lauds in the town of Rox
Slnth
try, in said County, described in the following
eds, viz.: Deed from William O. Mitchell to
llllam W. Mason, dated February 17th, 1890.
corded said records, Book 221, page 383. Deed
im Octavla I Edmonds to William W. Mason,
ted May lHth, 18ft), recorded In said records,
>ok 221, page 575. Deed from P. M. Edmonds to
llllam W. Manon, dated May 16th. 1890, record
in said records, Book 221, page 574.
Deed
>m Charles H. Phil brook to William W. Mason
ted May 16th, 1890, recorded in said records,
10k 216, page 334. Deed from Joseph Good bout
William W. Mason, dated Angust 21st, 1889,
•orded in said records. Book 221. page 75
■cd from Sewell tioff to William W. Mason,
ted Mav 30th, 1892, recorded in said records,
iok 230, page 236. Deed from Hiram M. Cox to
llllam w. Mason, dated May 30th, 1892, tecord·
In raid records, Book 223, page 227; to all of
ise deeds and records of same reference la
ide for a more particular description.

renth :—A. parcel of land situated in the town
Roxbury deeded to I. W. Mason, Herman
ison, Frank Mason and Sarah Mason by C. P.
rtk tt by his deed of warranty, dated August
b, 1892, recorded Oxford Registry, Book 230,
ge 488.
I parcel of land situated in the town of Rox
ry, deeded to I. W.tfawn, Prank Mason. Hern Mason and Sarah Ma on by C. H. Philbrook
their deed of warranty, dated August Kh,
2, recorded Oxford Registry, Book 230, page

Lnd. whereas, the said Berlin Savings Bank
on the twenty-Brat day
1 Trust Company,
August, A. D. 1902, sell and assign said aortic to the City Savings Bank, which aaalgnment
■ecorded In OxfordRegistry of Deeds, Book
page 20β.
Λ

nickel rails in the
QUAKER MODEL are easy
The

:o

)n

remove

as

they

without bolts.

are

put

50 cts.Dow",nd 50 cts.. w«k..
Variety Store, Norway.

)0 Cents

Buy»
ever

very

the beet, full

sold for that

length
price.

tough Whip and I

them
satisfaction.

antee

to

give

rawhide Whip
It is a

guar-

did,

THAT THROBBING HEADACHE.
ind, whereas, the City 8avings Bank did, on
Would quickly leave you, if you used
third day of November, A. D. 1903, sell and
lgnsald mortgage to Herbert A. Edwards,
Thousands
·. King's New Life Pills.
which assignment Is recorded
undersigned,
sufferers have proved their matchless
Dxford Regi-try of Deeds, Book 178, page 387.
srit for Sick and Nervous Headaches.
the
condition of uld mortgage
.nd, whereas,
been broken, now, therefore,*»? reason of
ley make pure blood and build up your,
breach
of
the
condition
the
thelëof, I claim »
alth. Only 25 cents, money back if,
Bciosnre of said mortgage.
t cured. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff 4
HERBERT A. IDWARDS.
ι. ; Noyee Drag Store, Norway.
ι ated ai Portland, Me., Ma/ ttnd, 190·.

jfor

AMES N. FAVOR,
01 Main St.,

»MVtuckh'

Norway,

Β|ΑΜΥιϋ»ΪΗΜ

Maine.

The #sforâ

fcmocKxt^

Mrs. Ε. Ο. Jewell has gone to Rnmford
*
for the summer.

Union Conference.
The sixty-seventh annual meeting of

NORWAY.

A CLASS OF EIGHTEEN

Big Bargain

in

Tableware.

Decorated

White Muslin Waists.

NOTICE.
The sntMcriber hereby give· notice that he has
been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
RI8PAH B. WAD8WORTH, late of Hiram,
in the County of Oxford, deoeaaed, and given
bond· aa the law directe. AU penon· hairing
demands again at the estate of said deeeaaed are
deaired to preaent the aame for aettlement, and
all Indebted thereto are reqoeated to make pay
t
ment Immediately·
Jane 2nd, 1903. PELEti T. WAD8WORTH.

the Union Conference of Congregational
Postmaster Stiles will receive an iu- Churches will be held with the charch
Graduate from the Paris High School. crease of salary after July 1st of one
I have a case of decorated table®
in Albany, Wednesday and Thursday,
where
from
ware
hundred dollars. He must be a favorite June 10 and 11,1903. Programme:
Misses Grace and Lizzie Murphy spent
are
out the muslin waists,
This warm weather
and
with relatives in Lewieton.
labor is cheaper.
skilled
EX- of Uncle Sara's.
AN
OP
INTERESTING
10.
PROGRAMME
Sunday
Jane
ornes.
I
post
Paris
Wednesday,
south
We are showing
Rev. J. H. Little of South Paris de-H
for the warm
need
what
fruit
you
Mokmimu.
8.00
Α.
Ju
M.
to
»
bowls,
7
Λ)
to
saucers,
H;
ERCISES.—A CLASS WHO BID FAIR TO
office Hours : β IX)
Hay Chapman has gone to Machias to
livered the best Memorial Day address 11.30 Devotional
oxford,
Also waists in
some very pretty new ones.
Meeting.
iUUP. M.
work with his father during vacation.
LIVK UP TO THEIR MOTTO, "CERTUM<
bowls, meat dishes, etc.,
Norway people have listened to for a* 11.30 Organisation and bualnese.
,
of all kinds.
and colored
covered
cheviot,
madras,
china
12.00
vets
were
old
Intermission.
The
time.
y
heavy
PETE
greatly
FINEM."
strong,
Mr.
David Rounds of Danville has
long
ROnOE.
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.
•
with artistic decorations in blue, The eubacrlber hereby give· notice that he haa
ONE LOT OF good white muslin, back tucked, front with six
been a recent guest of relatives in town.
AFTERNOON.
pleased with the oration.
Commencing Sept. X, 1904,
The sidewalk on Whitman Street hasB 1J0 Devotional Meeting.
cents.
10
rows lace insertion, seven rows tucks and four lace medallions, tuckfor
or
been doly appointed executor of the laat will
only
green,
event
there
is
Miss
Jessie
C.
Tolman
to
any
Naturally
scarcely
PARIS
goes
Bryant's
TRAINS LRAVE SOUTH
been taken up and will be replaced with 1.45 Sermon—Rev. Mr. Winn.
$1.49
and testament of
ed collar with medallion, large sleeve, tucked cuff, only
Pond this Monday for a few weeks' of the year which is of so much general a new one. The curb stone for the newir 3JO "Thecountry problem,"Bev.C.F.Sargent, These dishes are regular 15c. goods,
A. R., (dally, .Sundays
CTRU8 ANDREWS, late of Lovell,
Going town (east)—5 38 R.
ONE LOT OF âne white muslin, back tucked, front with three
Dlacuaalon.
for
In the County of Oxford, deeeaaed, and given
and special interest in South Paris as the
a. R., 4.40 p.
some
Sunday
r,
only,
25.
j
retailing
has
stay.
been
Pleasant
Street
Included).9:30
brick walk on
All persons havbonde aa the law directe.
rows heavy lace inserting, and clusters of tucks, two rows pearl
EVENING.
R
graduation of the senior class in Paris delivered and a walk will at once be»
«i»r.
t>i» r. R.
7
Eli J. Swim, Supreme Deputy of the I
ing demanda against the estate of said deceased
.ring up vwest)—10:00 A. M., 3:38 p. M., 8:47
tioln*
7.au fraise meeting.
buttons, insertion and tucks across top of sleeve, tucked cuff, pearl
and the interest increases
the same for settlement,
School;
High
to
are
desired
that
the
Include·!).
is
understood
It
'·
present
Sunday
only,
constructed.
dally, Sundays
Sew England Order of Protection, visit8 00 Historical «ketch of the A lbany church.
1.8#
r *
buttons. Pretty and durable
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make
from year to year aa the size of the
:
a
brick
are
to
: a. r
House
put
people
ed his family May 31st to June 1st.
Opera
THURSDAY MORNIHO.
payment immediately.
school increases, and with a larger corps
CHAPMAN.
K.
in iront of the Opera House.
walk
CYRUS
1903.
June
2nd,
8.30 Devotional MeeUng.
canon.
STATE OF MAINE.
Dr. and Mrs. J. W. Davis, accom- of teachers it is enabled to do still hotter
The line of pipe of the Norway WaterΓ 9.M) Report of the churchea by the Scrlbc.
Rev. W. E.
If you are thinking of a new skirt to wear with shirt waists you
Miss Gruff of Rome, Ν. Y., work.
Hr»t CoBRTegaUoaal Church.
panied
by
extended along Green- 9 80 Topics for connlrteraUon :
is
being
10:45
Preaching
Company
services,
should see our line. We are showing a larger variety than ever.
The use of religion.
1
FORECLOSURE.
I5r«»ks, l>. P., pastor.
OF
of
the
The
interest
in
COURT
NOTICE
the
(a)
have
at
been
COMMISSIONERS'
Dr.
C.
L.
COUNTY
graduation
Buck's
visiting
leaf Avenue to Charles Walker's in acSunday School 12 M. ; Y.
*. and 7 .DO P.
λ
(b) The modern type of a Christian.
Good values in Cheviot, Venetian, ana Broadcloth skirts.
I. W. Mason of Mexico and
class of 1903 was manifest in the large
AND ROAD BILLS.
Church prayer meeting on for a few days.
cordance with the vote taken at the1
ρ, v c. t at 0 P. R.;
(c) Practical work In our town and
Herman Mason of Bethel, both in the
All, not otheraudience which filled the Baptist church
1903.
churchea.
Term,
Tuesday evening at 7:30 o'clock.
country
May
in
their
ONE LOT Skirts of black brilliantine all seams faggoted, no lining,
April.
Invited.
regular corporation meeting
Mrs. Nettie Weeks, who has been with to
county of Oxford and State of Maine, by
10JO News from our Home ΜΙβΊοη Held.
Wl,c connected, are cordially
the doors last Thursday eyening.
5.98
deed, dated the first day of August, A.
a pretty, stylish, cool skirt for summer wear, only
Λ new plank sidewalk has been built 11.00 Business and
COUNTY OF OXFORD
mortgage
of
committees,
Metho«ll»t Church, Rev. A. W. Pottle, Pastor. her mother, Mrs. Ray, for two years, has There were a
of
a JO A.
To JONATHAN BARTLETT, Dr. D. 1900, and recorded in Oxford Registry the
large number 4f people in in front of Peter Buck's on Whitmanι 1130 Prayer for thereport
churches,
On Suu lay, morning prayer mmlng.
to
to
in
her
home
New
me,
York
340,
conveyed
Book
gone
266,
Page
A.
Sabbath
School
Deeds,
city, ι the audience from Paris Hill, West Paris Street. The
·reaching service 10 45 R.;
1003.
M
one one-half part in common and
only piece of new walk in 12 00 Intermission.
League Meeting. 6:15 p. R.; where her husband and son are in busi- I aud other places, as the graduating class
Feb. 17, to 2 day· at Paris, adj. session, $6 00 underalgned,
Ij'm.; Kpworthmeeting
of real
AFTERNOON.
7 P.
town so far this season.
; prayer meetlcg ness.
S 8β undivided of certain pieces or parcela
miles
travel
vonln< prayer
42
To
and
had two members from Paris Hill and
1.30 Unfinished buMness.
6 00 estate situated in sala County of Oxford
ι,·-1 iv evening ; clan* meeting, Friday evening.
James Mmtn, >γ. w. rwomoiy, oarae;
Mar SI, to 3 days at Paris, adj. session,
:
follows
bounded
aa
S. rlnkham, Puntor.
H.
Kev.
E.
W.
Pond.
2.00
Bev.
six
West
Paris.
from
3
Chorea.
Sermon,
86
The Christian Endeavor Society of Ihe
lia|.t!^t
To 42 miles travel,
Cordwell are greatlj
S.
Favor
and
W.
A.
service
10:45
Sab.
M.;
from
iv. preaching
First :—AII the land described in a deed
The decorations of toe church were
May 5, to 2 days at Norway on petition of
7:00 p. m.; Baptist church will have a social at the
β 00 Eunice H. Mason and Aver* Mason to William
improving the walk on Deering Street bj
Hebron Academy.
E. F. Smith,
,,atn >, hool 1.' M.; praver meeting
Overhead
112-2.
3 20 W. Mason, dated May 11th, 1865, recorded In Oxvestry on Thursday evening. Ice cream very tasteful and pleasing
oeting Tuesdav evening.
the same from grass and trim43 miles travel,
To
clearing
of
The following is the programme
ford County Records. Book 186, Page 386, to
fnlversallst Chureh, Kev. J. H. Little, Pastor., and cake will be served. Price 10 cents. streamers of the class colors, royal purit even and of uniform width.
May 11,2 days at Sumner, on petition of
ming
a
for
at i :30 p. R., In
is
made
00
reference
6
Acadsnd
record
Hebron
service
every
Sunday
at
which
deed
week
commencement
selectmen of Sumner,
Preaching
1 All are invited.
ple and white, were draped, and over More just such work should be done in
at 3 30 p. r.
β 40 more particular description.
New Mall. Sunday School
To 80 miles travel
the arch of the pulpit a panel bore the the
emy:
900
to 3 days at Paris, reg. session,..
village.
Second :—All that land described In a deed from
14,
May
Mrs. Clayton Κ. Brooks and Miss Gei class
June
3 36
14,1903—
motto, "Certum pete fiuem," in
42 miles travel,
sTATtD RKKTIMJS.
To
the Norway Munici- Sunday,
Ht
of
June
term
The
Betsey K. Swift to William W. Mason, dated
Sermon by Rev. Howard B.
trude have been visiting relatives in Dix
Baccalaureate
a
The
on
white letters
purple ground.
Sept. 6th, 1875, recorded in said records, Book
Regular tield fur the
pal Court was held on Tuesday. Sev- Gros» of Jamaica Plain.
$32 68 172, Page 200; also same property described In
week.
Mr. Brook
F. Λ Λ. M.—Parle Lodge, No. 94.
past
in
At
was
white.
alcove
draped
pulpit
No trials.
Monday, June 15,19HS—
new cases entered.
Joed from Betaey K. Swift, Guardian, to aald
meeting Tuesday evening on or before full moon.
JONATHAN BARTLETT.
Saturday, returnin; the back of it was a bank of cedar, in eral
Examinations of the three lower classes. At
meet-; went to Dixtield
I. * >. o. F.—Mount Mica Lodge, regular
Mason, dated Sept 6th, 1875, recorded In said
The unexpected death of .Mrs. James 7 30 p. )i. In the Church, Annual Prize Debate.
South Paris, May 14,1903.
of each week—Aurora Monday with his family.
front of which a little fountain threw up
Book 169, Pages 827 and 928, to which
ing. Thursday evening
records,
caused much Tuesday. June 16, 1903—
Memorial
Danforth
third
Day
and
tlrst
Monday
evenings
κ" .in:i■asetii.
deed and record of same reference is made for a
Annual Meeting of tbe Trustees, Beading
A tire burned over some acres of smal ite jet and tinkled on the stones below. sorrow. She was about the village the
more particular description.
of each month.
Examination COUNTY OF OXFORD
a. m
No.
l>. οί K.—Mount Pleasant Rebekah Lodge,
beside the railroad above Swift'i Potted plants were effectively arranged tiret of the week, attended the weekly Room, Stu tevant Hall, 10:03
deed
of three lower classes. Reception by Senior
of each growth
To RANDALL L. TAYLOR, Dr. I Third:—Also all the land described In a dated
work of
The
•tu meets second and fourth Fridays
The damage wai about the platform.
from Mlghlll Mason to William W. Mason,
of the Browning Club on Mon- Class to Alumni and Friends of the School from
Wednesday.
Crossing
Hall.
meeting
Fellows'
Odd
!n
1903
month
In said records,
recorded
was in charge of Mrs. Pin1873,
Sturtevant
Home.
24th,
M.
at
M.
10:00
p.
January
8-00
P.
until
meet*
No.
decorating
about
the
is
This
the
148,
Kimball
work
not
extensive.
Post,
very
onlj
t,. \. K.—W. K.
day evening and did her
Feb. 17, to 3 days at Paris, adj. session, $ 900 Book 167, Page 168, to which deed and record
of each tire in this
Presentation of Class Gift.
5 H()
gree.
tjr~t and third Saturday evenings
To 70 miles travel
house the following day. The Browning
vicinity recently.
lor a more particular descrip12 Oil reference is made
Wednesday, June 17,1908—
The music for the exercises was by
month, in 1». A. R. Hall.
Mar. 31, to 4 days at Paris, adj. session,
enterbeen
to
have
were
Club
9:30
a.
m.
and
at
2
Graduation Exercises at
Heading
K. Kimball Relief Corps meets β ret
5 60 tion.
w
miles
of
the
Sister
To
travel,
All
the
70
members
Pythian
the Briggs Kids orchestra, who even ex- tained
each month, In
p.m. Annual Commencement Dinner at 1
of
the
.—Also
certain
Fourth
on
parcels of land situate
evenings
Monday.
i
third
Saturday
following
on
sn
petition
barter
May 6, to 3 days at Norway,
ho<>d are requested to be present at the celled their accomplishment on previous
ρ M. All former students of the sch t>l Invited.
900 In the town of Albany In said Oxford County,
liellef ( orps Hall.
offc.F. Smith
She wasWsrn in Otisfield in 1854, the Annual Commencement Concert at 8:00 p. M., In
: All the land described In a deed from John
viz.
S
92
Γ. vt IL—Paris Grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1, meeting Thursday evening, as important public appearances, and won much demiles
To 74
tmvel,
daughter of Charles Henry and Laura the church.
A. Plngree to William W. Mason,dated Sept. 3d,
n i and fourth Saturday; during the
,.tmatters are to come before the assembly, served applause.
May 11, to 2 days at Sumner, on petition
β 00 1873, record In said records, Book 168, Page 6.
Haskell. She came to Norway with her
ilnder of the year, meet· every Saturday In
re
of selectmen
There will also be a rehearsal.
was
the
of
exercises
The
REALIZED.
4
16
Hall.
HOPE
HIS LAST
programme
tirange
To 52 miles travel
Fifth .—Also all the land deacribed In the folparents when about nineteen, being then
15 00
I". O. it. C.—Second and fourth Mondays of
lowing deed of land In Newry in said Oxford
May 15, to 5 days at Paris, reg. session,..
of a family of four daughters. Her husAdvertised letters in South Paris post I as follows:
[From the Sentinel, Gebo, Mont·]
2 80
es· h month.
viz. : Deed from Andrew N. Stowe and
To 35 miles travel
County,
two
No.
Brook
and
181, office June S, 1W3:
Lodge.
Music.
In the first opening of Oklahoma to
daughband, mother, two sons
V E. O. P.—Stony
Melven Stowe to William W. Mason, dated June
08
$75
oldest
Prayer.
The
Book 172, Page 144, to which
her.
DM-eL- -e«-ond and fourth Wednesday evenings
son,
recorded
of
this
ters survive
19,1875,
settlers in 1880, the editor
Mise Julia Harlow
paper
Music.
RANDALL L. TAYLOR.
of each month.
deed and record reference la made for a more
Mise <;«*rtruilo Davie.
Charles H., is a member of the class of was among the many seekers after fort1. Salutatory: What U Worth While,
1903.
Κ <>: P.—Hamlin Lodge, No. 31, meets every
reserving the parcels sold
South
14,
deacriptlon,
Paris,
May
particular
Ken* >1. A'lains.
Abble Andrew* Starblrd.
Norway Higft School. Mrs. Dan- une who made the big race one fine day
Kr »v evening at Pythian Hall.
to A. N. Stowe and Francis C. Stowe, by deeds
Mr. Geo. W. Ttbblts.
ν
Who·linen of America—South Paris 1
ScleutMlc)
(Latin
the
and
of
Universalist
member
about
a
dated
was
1885,
April 16th, 1885.
his
forth
13th,
in
Aug.
traveling
Bert Tharr.
April. During
meets second and fourth Tues
Ni». 1
Wireless Telegraphy,
t,
„„„„ ΙΛ
member of the ladies' and afterwards his camping upon his COUNTY OF OXFORD
Mxth:—All the land described In a deed from
Clarence T.eon KMlon. church, an active
To EDWARD P. FAUNCE, Dr.
•lav evenings In Golden Cross Hall.
Clouds in the sky Monday morning
W. Mason of land
William
Blabee
to
Calvin
Tho claim, he encountered much bad water,
circle and of the reading club.
(English.)
In Riley Plantation, In said county, dated Nov.
1003.
give the least possible grain of hope,
The School of Life.
6 00
services were held at her late home by which, together with the severe heat, Feb. 17, to 2
Miss Mary Lambe of Boston is a guest
seaslon,..
at
Book
189,
Page 116, to which
recorded
adj.
Paris,
1886.
11,
days
but "All sigus fail in a dry time," and
Marjorle May McKenney. Rev. Caroline E.
112 deed and record reference le made for a more
To 14 miles travel for same
Angell. The flowers gave him a very severe diarrhœa which
at Franklin Maxim's.
r
(Latin Scientific.)
there is reason to fear that it will prove
at
session,...
2
Mar.
Sl.to
Paris,adj.
Inter- it seemed almost impossible to check,
particular description.
days
1. Class Poem: Wahbegwonnee—Water Lily. were abundant and beautiful.
To 14 miles travel for same
Also all the lands Jn the town of
Seventh
Prances King. ment at Pine Grove on Tuesday after- and
\vlwn Shurtleff of Portland was at to be nothing but a sea turn, and burn
along in June the case became so May5, to 2 days at Norway, on petition
following
off during the day.
>.'Uth Paris Saturday.
Byron, In said county, described In the
(Latin Scientific.)
00
6
Smith
of E. F.
noon.
bad he expected to die. One day one of
from Abigail J. Hodsdon to
viz.:—Deed
deeds,
88
To 12 miles travel for same,
Music.
The Universalist Sunday School elect- his neighbors brought him one small
William W. Mason, dated June 12th, 1888, recordThe following is from the Livermore
Miss Ethel Dean has been at home
on
at
2
to
petition
Sumner,
days
May 11,
501. Deed from Charles P.
Lola Adam* Lane. I ed the following officers Sunday:
6 00 ed Book 217, Page
bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera,
Falls correspondence of the Lewiston 5. A Liberal Education,
from Boston fera stay of a few days.
of selectmen of Sumner
William W. Mason, dated January
(Latin Scientific.)
4 82 Hartlett to
for
travel
same,
54
miles
B.
a
last
A
To
as
Cummin^a.
of
South
and
Diarrhœa
Swan
Journal:
Eli
J.
Mr.
hope.
In said records, Book 221,
Paris, 6. *Thc Indian Problem,
Remedy
Leslie Bennett. I Superintendent—Stephen
9 01) Uth, 1890, recorded
Archie Pari in has returned from Bos- the
Paris, reg. session,..
Deed from Charles P. Hartlett to
Vice-Superintendent—Mrs. Frank A. Dan- big dose was given him while lie was May 14, to 3 days attravel
of the New Eng(English )
112 Page 320.
Supreme
Deputy
for same
weeks.
fur
some
14
miles
been
To
has
he
where
forth
dated
William
W.
ton,
August 20th, 1890, reMason,
land Order of Protection, who has been 7. Class Oration : Enduring Monuments,
rolling about on the ground in great
ReSec. and Treas —Charles F. Billion.
In said records. Book 216, Page 464.
Frank Currier Doble. |
$41641 corded
and in a few minutes the dose
Asst. Sec.—E<ia V. Frost.
In said deed sold by
described
all
l^nds
The four-inch pipe for the new Pine working here for the past eight weeks
agony,
serving
(English.)
EDWARD P. FAUNCE.
Librarian—Charles 8. Akers.
said William W. Mason, to which deeds and recwas repeated.
The good effect of the
Elsie May Bolster. I
8. The Historical Novel,
>trc» t water main has been strung along in the interest of the order, has accom1st Asst.—Elsie A. Favor.
ords of same reference Is made for a more
South Paris, May 14, 1903.
Scientific.)
medicine was soon noticed and within an
the street.
plished much for the benefit of Wash- 9. 1 he Search for the Holy(Latin
2d Asst.—Boncllo Blcknell.
particular description.
Grnll.
hour the patient was taking his first
SuChorister—Mrs. F. A. Danforth.
burn Lodge, Xo. 302, Ν. E. O. P.
are you
Ethel
Jenne.
Haitle
No matter what your Trouser
Eighth:—Also all the lands In the town of
Mrs. Mary II. Tolls of Brockton, Mass.,
Asst. Chorister—Charlotte Young.
in the
sound sleep for a fortnight. That one
Swan has added sixty
Scientific.)
(Latin
Deputy
preme
Roxbury, In said county, described
STATE OF MAINE.
to find your fancy
will
be
more than
>a> made a short visit to her brother,
O.
William
from
viz.:—Deed
The Norway Water Company, owing little bottle worked a complete cure, and COUNTY OF OXFORD, 88.
following deeds,
new members to the lodge; the degree
Music.
a seMitchell to William W. Mason, dated February
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Ivers & Pond Pianos.

The Cemerraitry

Expaads.

The New England Conservatory of
Musie is about to move into its beautiful
This
new buildings on the Back Bay.
is the largest school of music in the
world, and its pre-eminence among
American institutions has been conceded
ever since it was founded in 1853 by Dr.
Ε ben Tourjee.
Twenty years ago, when the department of pianoforte instruction was being
developed, a f w [vers Λ F^nd pianos
Since then, as the conwere purchased.
servatory has expanded, there have
gradually been acquired 268 Ivers A
Pond pianos. With the expansion incidental to moving into the new building, the board of directors of the conservatory have placet! their order for 31
additional Ivers Λ Pond pianos, making
a total of 290.
Higher tribute to this famous Boston
art product would be hardly possible
than 20 years' continued patronage by
this most critical of musical institutions.
From the Boston Herald, the leading
newspaper of New England, in its issue
of July 13, 1902.

J*

W. J. WHEELER, Agent,
South Paris, Oxford County, Me.

For Sale!

The T. M. Crocker Homestead

on

Paris Hill.

In order to close the estate, thle valuable prop
ertv ti offered fur sale ami will be sold at a
bargain. The house Is two storv, well adapted
for two families an<! In fair «taie of repair. Adjoining this, a lance barn The lot contains thre·
ami one-half acres, and on thl· le a tine orchard
This le a rare chance to -ecure a most desirable
homestead,
l'art of the
money can
remain on mortgage. If desired.
Also a small garden lot nearly oopoelte the
homestead. Λ leo one undivided half of the F.
M Cooper pasture, containing 73 acres more or
leee.
For particulars and terms Imiutre of
WILSON Λ G KAY, South Parle.

purchase

The Root of All Evil.

WE AKE

A postal or telephone
you a supply promptly.

NKVKK OUT.

to us will

bring

WALKER & SON.

W

PARIS, MF.

ϋΙ>ΓΤΠ

Brick,

Ice, Coal, Cement, Lime, Hair,
Sand. Ac.

RICHARDS,

S.

^

OPTICIAN,

Scientific American.

0*ΤΑΓ:ϊ?Η

In nil it» at*" s then)
eh· a. J fck. cU&uUtKMe.

IBAUr
'mravt

Ely'» Crcim Balm

A handsomely :iln»tmt»d weeklv. largest circulation of any scientific Journal. Terms, $3 a
year: four months, tL Sold by ail newsdealer*.

New York
MUNN£Co.36,e~s"<
Branch Office, 636 Κ St_ Washington. D. C.

[astern SiGamstiip Company.
POBTLAM· 111 VISION.
PORTLAND Λ\I» BUSTO» LISE.

FARE ONLY $1.00.

of

Resorts

To Ncs Coast ami Interior
Stw tafUuil.

Nasal

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf. Portland, and
India Wharf, Boston, dally, except Sunday, at
7 HO r. m.
Through tickets Issued and baggage checked
for New York, Philadelphia and Washington
via all rail and Sound Unes.
Freight rates alwavs as low as other Unes.
AU freight via this Une insured against lire
and marine risk.
J. F. Liscomb, Agent, Franklin Wharf,
Portland.
Α. II. Hasscox, G. P. Λ T. A.
Calvin Austin, Vice Pree'tA Gen'l Manager.
General Offices, Foster's Wharf, Boston, Mass.
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DrugSlice,

It
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by mail; Triai Size, 10 cents by mail.
UKOl'llEKS, M Warren Street, New

CO.\ MIUDATEI» KK HMII\(i
ΜΟΗΤΜΛ'.Ε(ίθυ>4Ρ£ΚΟΕλΤ BOXD8

Due July, 19.11, without Option.
Send Annual Interest, payable January Island
July Nt. Price. ΒΛ and accrued Interest, yielding -· 1—· per re t. Send (or circular, giving full
description of bonds.
S, K. MAY X CO.. Banker*, I.rwUton, M«.

who

are

about 16 years cf age

strong

opportunity

and who wish

an

Hunger

to learn the shoe busi-

Good

positions are open
smart, capable boys.
Apply at once to
CHASE, MERRITT CO.,
ness.

to

A few doses removes the worms, acts ae
tonic and the child is built up Into
health by the food it then digest». 35c. a
bottle ut druggist's. Write for booklet
on Children's Dis«»eee,/r»«.
OR. J. F. TRUE 4 CO.. Auburn, Me.

NORWAY.

cars

stance-

Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir,
and Poplar, delivered on

at

Lewiston

coming

station

any railroad

Junction

to

from

Bethel, the

year.

West Paris, March 30, 1903.
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D3VT hurry your meals.
DON'T oo-work.

145.

—

Geographical

Acrostic:

rinsing

large teaspoonful

1. Sacrameuto. 2. Atlanta.
methylated spirit is put to each pint of
8. Newark. 4. Denver. 5. Washing- water, instead of salt and vinegar. The
ton. 0. Ithaca. 7. Chicago. 8. Hous- methylated spirit imparts a gloss to the
'
ton.
silk, and, should it be liked slightly stiff,
No. 14G.—Jumbles: William Wallace. put one teaspoonful of prepared gum
water to each half pint of rinsing water.
Alfred (Tennyson).
allow one ounce of
No. 147*—Keys:
Monkey. To make gum water,
Turkey.
best gum arabic, pour over half a pint of
Cuiwrkey- Donkey.
boiling water; stir over tiro until thoroughly dissolved, strain through muslin,
STOPS THE COUGH
bottle and use.
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
Two things must be noted: First, if
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure I any eoap is left in the fabric, it will be
a cold in one day.
No Cure, no Pay. hard instead of soft, like new. TherePrice 25 cents.
fore careful rinsing is imperative.
Secif too hot an iron is used, the silk
ondly,
Any act by which a man makes one will become shriveled and stick to the
iron.—Ex.
enemy is in the end a losing game.

Sandwich.

DON'T b?rro# tine that belongs to sleep.
001'T ne lect symptoms of s ckness.
09Π get constipated.
but DO take

"IF."

Atwood's
Bitters

If you 00 any of the
sbe sc-irs

I axative ftromo
3ures a Cold in One Day,

|

Mothers lose their dread for "that terChildren Like Company.
rible second summer'1 when they have
No child can be expected to thrive and
Dr. Fowler's Extract of Wild Strawberry
to possess that buoyancy of spirit so
in the house. Nature's specificfor bowel
to close out odd patterns and clean
truly essential to youth unless it has the
of every sort.
complaints
new
a
companionship of others of its own age.
up stock.
Some people are so ill-tempered that We invariably And that the girl who is
up alone, who is forbidden to
they are annoyed when forced to smile. brought
play with other children, is narrowlome
Chronic bronchial troubles and sum- minded, euspicious of others and altomer coughs can be quickly relieved and gether a decidedly
disagreeable little
cured by Foley's Honey and Tar. F. A. person to meet.
Companionship rubh
Shurtleff & Co., South Paris. Orin
the angles off the juvenile mind, eacs
I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
child finds its own level and the quarvens, Oxford.
c ase, Pease piano, "i octave, almost new
rels (so deeply deplored by their elders)
or $18».
A maid always worries for fear she all serve to tit them for the battle of life.
Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,
One walnut case Poole piano, almost I won't have a good time, a matron for
Children, like ourselves, must inter1 ew, for $99·, worth 1250.
fear somebody else won't.
change thoughts and opinions with
and to see a little
or girl
One second hand Ivera & Pond piano,
On the first indication of
kidney others, alone and in silenceboy
- ralnut case, for $94·, worth |30U.
is to me a
trouble, stop it by taking Foley's Kid- playing
dreary sight. Ât the same time a large
I have a nice oak case organ at Rum-1
ney Cure. F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South amount of di scretion is
required on the
f >rd Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at
'aris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
part of the parente regarding the class
« reat trade.
E. W.
of companions with whom their children
Wnen a m au asks you for your honest I
One second hand Estey organ at South |
play, A little unsuspected supervision
aris, almost new, for $44jpinion you sometimes have to lie to him, will soon enable
you to discover the
>r
his
lose
friendship.
One second hand Worcester organ, 11
right sort and to weed out the undesiraX)pe", in nice condition, for $44.
No good health unless the kidneys are ble ones.—McCall's Magazine.
I will furalU DOORS and WINDOWS of any
One second hand Dyer Λ Hughe·, six I lound.
Stae or Style it nasnnshle price·.
Foley's Kidney Cure makes the
Here is a way of using the pulp of
stave, walnut case, never been hurt, tidneys right. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.,
Drauges: Pile on a glass dish, removing
t] îat coal 9125, for $44.
South Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
fresh gratpipe and pith; sprinkle
One second hand square piano, » nice I
If In want of any kind of finish for Inside or
Much depends upon environment. Any îd cocoanut. Pour a glass o/ brandy
Pine Lam 0 ae, for
Outalde work, send In roar order*
worth $140.
$114*
with
and
cover
to the
boiled,
syrup
ber and Sblngles oa hand Cheap for Cash.
firl will tell you that candy doesn't taste jver,
thread. Curacoa or Maraschino may be
SEND FOR CATALOGUES.
so good out of a pfcper bag.
tearly
and Job Work. 1
mbstituted for the brandy.
Matched Hard Wood Floor Boards for sale.
Only one remedy in the world that will
A sprinkle of powdered sage gives
A once stop itchiness of the skin in any
E. W.
uoa,
*rt of the body: Doan's Ointment. At piquancy to pork, whether 1$ be roast,
shops or tandtrloin.
Mat··. |
Weal taM.
mj drag store, 00 oents.

I have large stock of
'ianos and Organs, and have
nice trades in second
land instruments.

Ste-1
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CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish 11

[

Planing, Sawing

CHANDLER,

J.

Wheeler,;

in

2

Days

"George," she said, "what's the use of
!K>okkeeping?" "Why, it enables you to
»U where your money has gone to."
'Heavens," she cried, "I never want to
earn it!"

w^h

A/.

Quinine

Grip

whole system.

|

Also Window & Door Frames.

b

a

globular form

*

'Tisn't safe to be a day without Dr.
['bornas' Eoleotric Oil in the house,
: ϋβτβτ can tell what moment an aocldent
j a going to happen.
1

health of
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the
Infinite and Children—Experience against Experiment.

What is CASTORIA

Distressing Urinary troubles.
Hard to keep up
With any Kidney illsi

harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pareand Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhœa and Wind

Oastoria is

a

goric, Drops

Kidney Pills

Colic· It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates tbe
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.

bad
back promptly—cure all
Kidney and Bladder troubles.
Relieve the aches of

Allownoonetodecelveyouinthls.
**
Just-as-gwxl " are but

All Counterfeits, Imitations and

Constant backache—
Tired all the time.
Nerves on edge.

a

«end
Mr. J. Ε. H. Townsend, of Town
1U Jeffer·
Bros., carriage manufacturers, of
used
"We
Me.,
says:
Beddcford,
son street,
and
Doan's Kidney Pills In our family,
There
remedy.
valuable
most
a
found them
the market
η re so many useless remedies un
that when one Is fouud which experience
for It, It la a
proves does what Is claimed
I
pleasure to endorse that preparation.
Donn'e Kidney Pills at John Ber-

CASTORIA

GENUINE

ALWAYS

catarrh abrades the mucous membranes here and there, forming superficial ulcers, which furnish
Like little
ous effluvia to the breath
volcanoes, they pour out thelr eniptions of noxious gases day and night ti

J

contaminate the breath.
The stomach has often been accused
of being the cause of bad breath, b
the fact is the stomach rarely Is the
WW of . bad bronth. Tbe breau·
i does not enter the stomach
Aspira·
! tion has little or nothing to dowith
the stomach. Breath Is simply the act
of drawing the air into the lungs and

^The^etor oT

bad breath sometimes
oricinates In the lungs and Is no doubt
the result of a deranged condition of
the whole system. The blood. being
surcharged with foul gases and decommaterial, gives off these
This is w i>
at each respiration.
breath of a person who drinks liquor
will become tainted with the «mellof

&

nAiin,

β»ΤΥ.
THC CKMTAUR COMMIT, TT MURRAV «TMCCT, HCW YO*«

iH·.

Peris

•13 fflnfn St., Mouth
Mall orders

In Use For Over 30 Years.

SUPPLIES !

p.

w.

The KM You Hare Always Bought

PHOTOGRAPHI

promptly filled.

Weak
Hearts

Indigestion. Ninety-nine of eveiy
hundred people who have heart trouble
can remember when It was simple lndiges·
tion. It Is a scientific fact that all cases of
heart disease, not organic, are not only
traceable to, but are the direct result of Indithe stomach
gestion. All food taken Into ferments
and
which fails of perfect digestion
it
swells the stomach, puffing up against the
Are due to
one

gajes

with the action o!
of time thai
delicate but vital organ becomes diseased.
Mr. O. Kauble, of Nevada, 0.. says: I had stomach
trouble and was In a bad state as I had heart trouble
with It. I took Kodol Dyspepsia Cure for about foul
months and It cured me.

the liquor. At flrst the breath undoubtedly smells of the liquor simply because in passing through the mouth

Bottles only. $1.00 Size holding 2H times the trtd
alze, which sells for 50c.
Prepared by E. 0. DeWiTT Λ CO.. ΟΗΙΟΑΟΟ

posing

I

store, under Hotel Thacher, and
satlofactory results obtained warranta
lu making the above statement."
Doan's Kidney Pills sold at all drug
Buf·
stores; 50 cents. Foster-Mil barn Co.,
fulo, Ν. X.
the
me

Any1'portion

of the respiratory tract
from the throat to the lungs may
the seat of the difficulty. The mucous
surface Is liable to catarrh, and the

and throat some of it adheres to the
If any one * ere to
mucous surfaces.
rinse out the mouth with liquor, the
breath would smell for a short time
but only for a short time. V^tb toe
dram drinker the case is different. The

liauor having passed Into his stomach,
the blood Through
it te absorbed
an
the blood It reaches the
with each respiration from the lung
a portion of th. fuinos fr°ni tbe liauor
off with the breath, rhls 11
are

into

heart.

This Interferes

the heart, and in the

course

Kodol Digests Whet You Eat
and relieves the stomach of all nervoul
strain and the heart of all pressure.

Sold by f. A. Shurtleff A Co.

PULP WOOD WANTED

For the International

SilBbc. Fir ami

at Grand Trunk
to Locke's Mills.

Hemlock pu'p
^tlono, from

Paper

Co.

wood, delivered
Mechanic Falls

DO YOU WANT STEADY
EMPLOYMENT AT 000D PAY?

J. M. DAY.

lu^8-

Hryunt's Pood, Me.

We want men over all New England to
work for us selling nursery stock.
weekly, experience not

given

Steady job, pay

lustmtes how a bad condition of the
blood can taint the breath.
Undoubtedly onions and many other
aromatic substances find their way ο
of the system through the breath. In
this way a bad stomach may taint the
breath This is why a bad stomach
means bad breath, «^ digestion pre.
T1
duces a bad quality of 1alood.

pra^

SIRES AND SONS.

Sir George Power, one of the newest
of English baronets, was formerly on
the stage and was In the original cast
of the earlier Sullivan operas.
King Edward's chef is one M. MeHe
nanger, from southern France.
gets $10,1)00 η year and goes to Buckingham from his private residence in α
hansom.

auspices

French Alliances.

necessary, exclusive
free. Apply at once.

Thomas Lawrence, a Pettis county
[Mo.) farmer, was knocked twenty feet
by a train a year ago and escaped in·
|ury. Last August he was struck by
lightning and recovered. Five months
ago he fell twenty feet from a barn
roof and was not hurt He stumbled
>ver a two-month-old pup and in tall·
lag broke his neck.

territory, outfit

HOMER N. CHASE & CO., Auburn, Me
99 A. Main Street.

Mention thte paper.

The New-York
Tribune Farmer

"Painkiller

P°et*jj®j

COLÎTÏN

|

|

* d**P
crevices and seams which retain mu
eus
\gain, mucus collects behind and
above an enlarged tonsil, where it is
and cause bad
sure to décomposé
assume

The council of the British AssociaNodd—"Old man, I really believe you tion For the Advancement of Science
What has unanimously nominated Arthur
have stopped your worrying.
brought about the change?" Todd James Balfour to the office of presi(cheerfully)—"My troubles are more real dent for the meeting to be held in 1904.
than they used to be."
Of the pallbearers at Abraham LinONE DAY coln's funeral, thirty-eight years ago,
TO CURE A
Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets. only two are still living—former ConAll druggists refund the money if it gressman Henry G. Worthington, now
E. W. Grove's signature of Washington, and Andrew Coffrutb
fails to cure.
25c.
on each box.
of Pennsylvania.
The present mayor of St. Paul, RobGerald—"May I kiss you?" Geraldine
—"Mother is in the next room." Gerald ert A. Smith, is just at the end of fifty
—"That's all right.
Your father can years' residence In that city. He went
kiss her."
there in 1853 as the private secretary
of the territorial governor appointed
During the summer kidney irregulari- by President Franklin Pierce.
ties are often caused by excessive drink"Pop" Anson, the erstwhile pet of
ing for being overheated. Attend to the
kidneys at once by using Foley's Kidney the Chicago bleachers, was fifty-one
Cure. F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South years old the other day, and in discussParis. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
ing the matter with a reporter he observed that "the happiest age of man
Miss Wilkins—"Ah, what a change Is between
fifty and fifty-one."
one little woman can make in a man's
Jules Claretle, director of the Come·
life!"
Mr. Smithers—"Exactly! And
Paris and member of
what a heap of change she requires while die Française of
the academy, has accepted an Invitait!"
doing
tion to visit this country In the spring
Can't be perfect héalth without pure Df 1004 to lecture on French dramatic
blood.
Burdock Blood Bitters makes art and the national theaters in France
pure blood. Tones and invigorates the under the
of the Federation of

[

Carpets

Chas. F. Ridlon,1

you woro patent leather." These used
to be patent leather," replied Smith,
painfully bringing his spinal column into
its normal position, "but the patent on
them has expired."

ywU%fy% é-ctccAi&i

Can't Stand It

Doan's

and has been made under hie per8ona* supervision since its Infancy.

by enlarged tonsils. These eomeUmes procured
ry's drug

mediately

Ε
β

D Β 1 S
No. 144.—A Famous Incident: FrankUn drawing lightning from the clouds.

Ν. H.

SUF-

ab8oluf®

κ

ν

ASTHMA

MISTAKE?

ι

Ο

TO

FERERS.

ïfrugs

LooN
▲

INTERESTING

ηο^Π·^

the upper portion of the throat The
want of ventilation allows the mucus
to accumulate and decompose, which
forms a very fetid gas.
^ Λη11βΡ,ι
Or, again, the trouble may ·

tU{nstead

Herald.

Ε

A LOW PRICE

Wool

pronoun to departure.
a portable lodge to space.
stiffness to enlargement.

y

{£d.

a

Ïad

a

If we could tell for certain
Tbe curtain Is asbestus.
—New York

Supplies.

—

In each ln-

to alter to act of bartering.
brisk to skillful.
to demand to to cry out
deed to accurate.

Apply

Records, Blanks, Horns, and

ON

prefix

Of Importance.
The world's a stage, most truly.
But greatly would It rest us

ο

—

133.—Prelli Puilci.
same

dl^^

That necessities should be selooted beMaid—"Mrs. Gayboy, I would like to
fore decorative articles of furniture.
have a reason for my discharge. What
too
to
is
wise
it
not
That
many is there about me
provide
you do not like?" Mrs.
pots, kettles, and pans when furnishing Gayboy (quietly)—"My husband's arm." blood, circulating through the lungs
kitchen.
a
cives off bad odors, which find their
That it is always decidedly cheaper in
It is painfully evident that the prayers way into the breath. In this roundthe end to buy only good carpets and with which political conventions are
about way the stomach may cause
good furniture.
opened are not usually answered.
bad
breath, but as a rule the cause of
That, no matter how tiny the income,
breath can be found closer a
a small sum should be put aside regularhand-either in the teeth,
Importent to Mother».
ly for the proverbial rainy day.
nares, tonsils, throat or bronchial
That a simple dinner, well served, is Bnmtno carefully every bottle of CASTOKA,
decidedly more enjoyable than an a safe and eu re remedy for Infanta and children,
elaborate dinner poorly served.
of using mouth washes or
That a practical knowledge of "econoperfumes of any sort to cure a bad
my or good cookery" will be absolutely
breath a person ought to have the
necessary for the young housewife, no
causft of the bad breath discovered.
matter how much "help" she can afford IB Um For Over SO Years.
It would be of lit* or
Unfortunately
to keep.
The Kiad You H«v· Always Boofbt
use to such a person to cail on the
no
be
should
bills
for
That all
marketing
average doctor, as he knows nothing
paid weekly—or, better still, when the
Miss Antique—"Don't you know, that or cares nothing about such things.
are
articles
bought.
That with care and economy a small when you refused him ho got drunk and He is simply engaged In presciiblng
amount of money will do wonders.
and spends very little ime in
stayed drunk nearly a week." Miss
That it is important to be systematic Cantique—"It seems to me that lie car- ferreting out causes or remo\ing obried tho celebration to a very great ex- noxious ailments by harmless and rain looking after the left overs.
That all odd vegetables and scraps of treme."
tional methods. In these matters every
meat may be used in soups and salads
common
A
SERIOUS
person must use his own
and croquettes, and many appetizing
his ow η doctcr.
be
to
and
sense
try
of
tho
is
name
the
DeWitt
&
E. C.
Co.
ways too numerous to mention.
No one should be content to allow a
That "where there's a will there's a firm who makes the genuine Witch Hazel
is tho Witch Hazel bad breath to continue. It is % er>
DoWitt's
if
means
are
limited.
Salvo.
the
even
way,"
Life is made up of little things. It is Salve that heals without leaving a scar. healthy and Is very obnoxious to other
but once in an age that occasion is offer- It is a serious mistake to use any other. people. Every man and woman is en
ed for doing a great deed. True great- DoWitt's Witch Hazel Salve euros blind, titled to a sweet breath, and with a
ness consists in being great in little bleeding, itching and protruding piles, little care and
judgment this can be
burns, bruises, eczema and skin diseases. had. But so long as any onecontinues
things.
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
to take drugs or use narcotics to any
How to Wash Silk.
bave a per
One Definition. Son—Papa, what is a extent he cannot hope to
Colored silk should never be soaped,
breath
but washed and ironed as expeditiously shyster lawyer?" Successful Lawyer— fectly sweet breath. A pure
comes from pure living, pure habite
as possible, to prevent the color going. "It's a man, my son, who tries to take
Squeeze it into warm soap lather (not business from us respectable attorneys." and the continuous practice of
hot,) until clean, rinse in warm and then
cleanliness. The toothbrush and cold
""warning.
in cold water. To the latter add one
water should be used thoroughly once
If you have kidney or bladder trouble
tablespoonful of salt and the same of
a day
Gargling the throat should imvinegar. This is done to preserve the and do not use Foley's Kidney Cure,
follow. The nostrils should
color. Squeeze out tightly, fold evenly you will have only yourself to blame for
clear: deep breathing
and roll in clean cloth; beat well be- results, as it positively cures all forms be kept
will do very
Iron at once with of kidney and bladder diseases. F. A. ticed. These things alone
tween the hands.
moderately hot iron under muslin until Shurtleif & Co., South Paris. Orin Ste- much toward Insuring the possession
of a sweet breath-Medical Talk.
nearly dry. Finish without the muslin. vens, Oxford.
White silk must be steeped in borax
Robson found Smith engaged in polishwater and then washed in the same way
"What are you doing
as colored silk, except that in the last ing his shoes.
of that for?" he asked. "I always thought
water a

Pa-l-nt. 9. Wa-i-ve.
No. 141.—Transposais: Forest of rest,
fret so, rest of.
No. 142.—Arithmetical Puafclee: 11007.
20 and 50.
No. 143.—An Octagon:
^

Housekeeper Wanted.
One who is

134.—Metaarram.

Key to the Pnasler.
No. 138.—Numerical Enigmas: Handsaw.
Read-Just. Can-did.
No. 139.—Rlddlemeree: Pansy.
No. 140.—Syncopations: 1. Ba-i-rn. 2.
5.
4. Ho-l-et
3. De-i-fy.
Ch-i-ef.
&
7. No-i-se.
β. Ma-l-ze.
La-i-rd.

E. W. PENLEY.
Clean*·* ibid bcautifk· the hair.
Promûtes α luxuriant growth.
^ever Faila to Β ©store Gray
Hair to its Youthful Color.
Curva «calp ditcaacs Λ hair luiluig.
30c, and |l.u> at Draprta

Catalogues sent on application.

and

passage.

No.

Peeled
Hemlock

Berlin,

hire

for

By using the

WANTED!

MASONIC BLOCK,

FOR

153.—Decapitation·.
1. Behead a small singing bird and
leave a measure.
2. Behead vague and leave an iron
tool with steel edge used by woodsNo.

1. State of the atmosphere. 2. What
some articles of wearing apparel are
made of. 3. A plume. 4. Heath.

a

Licensed Taxidermist,

HEADQUARTERS

Fifth Is in you and also In yes;
The whole children love; It Is easy to
guess.

No.

TRUE S T ELIXIR

J. WALDO NASH,

W. H. Winchester,

First, second and third are In cannot;
Fourth is In cold* but not in hot;

a narrow

when It comes mid goes capriciously tn
children, is u sign of uurnu. The child
is nut nourished—it wi much and
grow s thin, titre

Mechanic Falls, Me.

Telephone Connection.

No. 151—Rhymed Word Square.
A man who is teacher and guide.
The garments in which we are dressed.
To & donkey is often applied.
We should walk upon it friends are at
rest.
6. Is a bird neither robfn nor wren,
β. A word that means to get back again.

L
1
3.
4.

3. Behead a letting
leave comfort.
4. Behead having a keen edge and
leave a musical instrument.
5. Behead Judgment formed by the
mind and leave to bind the wings or
arms of.
U. Behead to gain knowledge or skill
and leave to gain by labor.
7. Behead a level surface and leave

IN SHOE FACTORY.

boys

guide.

men.

Boys Wanted
Several

green.]

1. Change perspiration to desires.
2. Cliange shy to one devoid of intellect
3. Change a Greek philosopher to a

No. 152.—Knlttma.

BangoritAroosbok Railroad Co.

LADIES AND CHILDREN INVITED.
ply throw a disinfectant around.ordeAll ladies and children who cannot
odorlzer, in order to stop or
stand the shocking strain of laxative
be
to the smell. Such a procedure would
syrups, cathartics, etc., are invited
No one but a sanitary
try the famous Little Early Risers. eilly indeed.
They are different from all other pills.a officer would do such a thing.
Λ bad breath indicates some decomThey <io not purge the system. Even
double dose will not gripe, weaken or position going on somewhere to the
sicken; many people call them the Easy respiratory tract. It may be a hollow
Pill. W. H. Howell, Houston, Texas,
tooth filled with decomposing
says nothing better can be used for conor the teeth may be so Jammed tostipation, sick headache, etc. Bob
as to inclose portions of the
Moore, Lafayette, Ind., says all others gether
which ferment and fill the mouth
gripe and sicken, while DeWltt's Little
Early Risers do their work well and easy. with noxious gases.
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
The trouble may be in the posterio
One or both nostrils may be
nares.
She—1"My parrot says some awfully stopped up. This leaves an unventiclever things." He—'-And who taught
lated space just back of the
it to talk?" She—"Oh, I did."

Iowa,
Daniel Bante of Otterville,
writes: "I have had asthma for three or
four years and have tried about all the
cough and asthma cures in the market
and have received treatment from physicians in New York and other cities, but.
got very little benefit until I tried Foley's
Honey and Tar which gave me imA List of Dont's Which Women mediate relief and I will never be withShould Obey.
out it in my house. I sincerely recomDon't forget that the nurses of a mend it to all." F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,
woman's beauty are seven—fresh air, South Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
sunshine, warmth, rest, sleep, food and
Pretty Niece—"How can I cet rid of
whatever stirs the blood, be it exercise
an objectionable suitor?" Wise Aunt—
or enthusiasm.
him
Don't neglect sleep. You can slee: "Well, my dear, you might marry
and do the cooking yourself."
yourself into good looks. A long nap
and a hot bath will make any woman
WAS WASTING AWAY.
more attractive, and lift years from her
The following letter from Robert R.
shoulders.
Don't eat when tired and don't work Watts, of Salem, Mo., is instructive. "I
when tired. It is a mistake to work have been troubled with kidney disease
when not in fit condition—bad for the for the last five years. I lost flesh and
never felt well and doctored with leading
work and worse for you.
Don't miss your "beauty sleep." It physicians and tried all remedies sugis a mistake to go to bed late at night, gested without reliof. Finally I tried
rise at daybreak, and imagine that every Foley's Kidney Cure and less than two
hour taken from sleep is an hour gained. bottles completely cured me and I am
Don't give unnecessary time to a cer- now sound and well." F. A. Shurttain established routine of housework, leff & Co., South Paris. Orin Stevens,
when it could bo much more profitably Oxford.
spent in rest and recreation.
Molly—"You say you shook all over
Don't sit down to a table as soon as
when you proposed to her?" Cholly—
you come in from work, or a round of
how about
social duties. Lie down, or sit down for "Yes; I did." Molly—"And
she only shook
ten minutes, waiting until you can par- the girl?" Cholly—"Oh,
take of your dinner with the physical her head."
machinery rested and retreshed.
KODOL GIVES STRENGTH
Don't bathe in hard water. Soften it
the digestive organs to
enabling
handa
or
by
with a little powdered borax,
digest, assimilate and transform all of
ful of oatmeal.
be eaten
Don't bathe the face while it is very the wholesome food that may
into the kind of blood that nourishes the
warm or very cold.
the
Don't wash the face when traveling, nerves, feeds the tissues, hardens
of
unless it is with a little alcohol and muscles and recuperates the organs
the entire body. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
water, or a little cold cream.
Don't attempt to remove dust with cures Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Catarrh
discold water. Give the face a hot bath of the Stomach, and all stomach
with soap, then rinse thoroughly with orders. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff Jc Co.
tepid or cold water.
Teaclier—"Which letter is next one to
Don't rub the face with too coarse a
"
the letter Ή?'
Boy—"Dunno, ma'am."
towel. Treat it as you would the finest
have I on both sides of
Teacher—"What
and
delicately.
tenderly
porcelain,
nose?" Boy—"Freckles, ma'am."
Don't be afraid of sunshine and fresh my
air. They offer you bloom and color.
TEN YEARS IN BED.
Don't forget that hearty laughter is a
A.
R.
Gray, J. P., Dak ville, Ind.,
So are all high
source of relaxation.
"For ten years I was confined to
thoughts, as those of hope, beauty, trust writes,
my bed with disease of my kidneys. It
and love.
so severe that I could not move part
Don't forget that beauty is power. was
of the time. I consulted the very best
There is nothing more potent. It is to
medical skill available, but could get no
a woman what capital is to a merchant.
relief until Foley's Kidney Cure was
Its absence is a misfortune; its culture
recommended to me. It has been a Godwise and proper.—Eastern Argus.
send to me." F. A. Shurtleff <fc Co.,
Young Wives Should Remember. South Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.

ISO.—Novel Transposition·.
Change the central letter of the first
word, rearrange the remaining letters
[Examand form the second word.
ple: Cliange to go in into a color. An-

York.

staying in

dlslnf®^°

what^the

pnpa shaves with."

The Kind Ton Have Always Bought» and which has been
In nee for over 30 years, has borne the eigrnatnre of

J*]™0®*

of the bad breath. It
ridiculous to keep using
while the cause of the fetor contto
to operate. Suppose any one were t
notice a bad smell in the back: yari.
Instead of finding out exactly
sim
cause of the bad smell is, he wouid

cause

Teacher—"Do you know what a hoe is,
Johnnie?" Johnnie—"Yes; it's what my

After eating it is well before you drink
to wipe your lips, otherwise you leave a
Do not gulp
smeary mark on the glass.
liquids and bolt foods. Do not masticate
Do not crumble the
or swallow aubibly.
bread by your side or drain your glass to
the last drop.
Do not sop bread in your gravy or
break it in tea, coffee or soup. Do not
pile your plate with food, or grasp your
knife, fork or spoon as if it were a
weapon of warfare.—Ex.

stuffy.
11. Change a small rock to severe.
12. Change thick to swiftness.

11

u·.

uibta. m a:.i is
cu·-. .oilowa.

but e:·.

;UoI

y)J?$

are

try

larsles,

all stomach troubles are quickly cured
by the use of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure.
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff «& Co.

big house where
everything is done en grande prince, do
J ust place it on the table
not fold it up.
when you leave, as in rich establishments
there are clcau table napkins every meal.

No.

swer— Eu-t-er,

j

ing

4. Change a proprietor to a turret
5. Change trials of speed to surfaces.
β. Change balance to metrical compositions.
7. Change examples to a substance
which causes fermentation.
8. Change a maxim to a glen.
9. Change to vary to unclouded.
10. Change to cut in thin pieces to

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

Anvone sending κ nketrh and description may
ir oc I'n·ιι free whether an
asi-ertam
invention is probably patentable. CommunlraIon* strictly contldeiitl.'.L. H'lint hook on t'atente
sent frt··». Uld.»t Λ_.·η«-ν for securing patents.
1'atetits taken thr >.:ch Mutai .t Co. receive
tpti uii notic-, wi*h >ut ch.-iiye. îu the

at the Table.
Do not leave your spoon in your teacup.
Crack the top of your egg instead of
peeling it. If you have bacon or fish have
a separate plate for your bread or toast
and butter, but not when having only
boiled eggs, which require very careful
eating, by the bye, as nothing offends
the eye more than t«> see yolk of egg
spilled all over the plate and egg cup.
Do not sip your tea and coffee with a
spoon.
Do not drain the cup. For fish, do
not use a dessert knife instead of the fish
knife. If there be no fish knife use a
small crust of your bread, but leave that
crust of bread on your plate. Do not eat
it afterwards as so many people do.
Do not be dainty and fringe your plate
with bits of meat. Eat what you can
and put any skin or bone on the edge of
move
your plate in one little heap, which
down from the edge when you have
tluished. Do not crumple up your table
napkin. If you are only a guest for the
day do not fold it up, but if you are stayon, and in a quiet household, fold it

Etiquette

up.
If you

>

WHAT CAUSES IT AND HOW IT
when there is anything wrong with the ]
SHOULD BE TREATED.
stomach. There is no way to maintain |
:
and
body
the health and Btrength of mind
of Deexcept by nourishment. There is no The Trouble I» «b· nemnlt
!
thestomnourish
except through
composition Alom* tbe Re.ptr«t<*ry
way to
ach. The stomach must be kept healthy, I
Tract, and tbe Kemedy I· P**® "T"
let
pure and sweet or the strength will
|oB, Pare Habits muA Clemnllne··.
down and disease will set up. No appeAny on3 inflicted with bad breath.
tite, loss of strength, nervousness, headache, constipation, bad breath, sour ris- Instead ol usltg disinfectant waehee or
to discover the
ings, rifting, indigestion, dyspepsia, and
should

la Hollclted. Ad<lre«a: Rdltor
Column. Oxford Democrat. Pirl». Muta-.

DO YOU WANT IT?

ΛΑΙ I
J
V./Vy/TiL.·

^

çul<~kly

to the luUi
Comepondenoo on topic· of Interest
Uovkmak»:^

Is not money, but disease, and the root
of disease is a run-down condition.
Dr. Parker's Tonetic Tablets go to the
root of the trouble by building you up
from the inside nerves to the skin.
No. 148—Diamond.
A run down condition, an emaciated
1. A letter. 2. A verb. 3. Narrow
body, a worn-out digestion, shattered
and
limbs
nerves, sleepless nights, aching
slips of wood. 4. A western city. 5.
head and back, loss of appetite—-these are A
prickly tree or shrub, β. To depart
the symptoms of a debilitated constituknowingly from a known rule of duty.
tion, and if not corrected in time will
7. A letter from state.
surely result in something very serious,
Dr.
for disease is health disregarded.
No. 140—Illustrated Proverb.
Parker's Tonetic Tablets is a package
containing two valuable medicines. Dr.
Parker's Liveroid Tablets and Dr. Parker's Tonetic Tablets. The Liveroid Tablets stimulate and purify the liver and
bowels, and cleanse them of any stagnant
accumulations. They prepare the system
The Tonetic
for the Tonetic Tablets.
Tablets make the blood rich and pure,
and thus drive away anaemia, pale and
sallow skin, boils, pimples and other humors.
They strengthen and nourish the
nerves, and upon the nerves depends the
vigor of all the vital organs. They give
an appetite for food, and a good digestion
so that the food nourishes.
They make
Thus
new blood, now tissue, new force.
the whole body is built up, renewed. The
weight goes up, the glow of health returns, the vital organs become vigorous,
Health, perthe brain becomes clear.
fect health, waits on you in this product
of the 20th century.
Put up in boxes of 50 Tonetic Tablets
and β Liveroid Tablets, at 50c. a box, 6
At all druggists, or
boxes for 92.50.
The Dr. Parker Medicine Co., 51-53 Exchange St., Portland, Maine, U. S. A.

A TAINTED BBEATH.

DO YOU ENJOY WHAT YOU EAT?
If you don't your food does not do
Cure
you much good. Kodol Dyspepsia
is the remedy that every one should take

HOMEMAKEKS' COLUMN.

rheumatism,
lumbago.
Beware of imitations, the genuine is

Is the best

neuralgia,

remedy

for

sciatica and

PERRY DAVIS*.

is a national illustrated agricultural weekly for farmers
and their families, and stands at tlie head of the agricultural press. It is a practical paper for practical (armera,
helping tlieni to secure the largest possible profit from the
farm through practical methods.
It is entertaining, instructive and practically useful to
the farmer's wife, sons and daughters, whose interests it
covers in an attractive manner.
The regular price is $1.00 per year, but for a limite·!
time we will receive your subscription for THE NEWYORK TRIBUNE FARMER and also for your ou η
favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice thut he hat·
iiecn «July appointed executor of the last will
anil testament of
CAROLINE L. COLE, late of Albany,
In the Countv of < -xfortl, deceased, ami given
All persons havbonds ae the law direct*.
ing demande airnluMt the estate of said deceased
.■tre neslred to present the sauio for Hcttlement.
and all Indebted thereto are requested to maki
nnvment Immediately.
AMOS G. BEAN.
May 19th, 1903

Binkrupt's

Discharge.

Petition for
)

In I he matter of
JAMES Μ. HASEY,

|)

Bankrupt-

In

Boll) Papers One Year 1er Only $1.75.

Bankruptcy.

To the Hon Clakencê Halk, Judge of the OU
trlct Court of the Unfal states for the District
of Maine:
M, HASEY of Oxford, in the
In
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
«aid District,
represents, that on
the 19th day of July, last past, lie was duly ad
judged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress re
luting to bankruptcy; that he has duly surren
tiered all Ms property and rights of property, and
has fully compiled with all the requirement* of
raid Acts ami of the orders of Court touching hi·

JAMES

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democr.it,

South Paris, Maine.

respectfully

Your name and address on a postal card to TMK
NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER, New-York City, will

bring

bankruptcy.

of April, A. 0.10n3.
JAMES M. HASEY, Bankrupt.

Dated this 17th (1

iv

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
District ok Maine, ss.
On this -23nl day or May, A. D. 19i3, on read
Ing the foregoing petition. It Is—
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
iipon the same on the 12th day of June, A. D
11)03, before said Court at Portland, In said IMs
trlct,at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and thut

notice thereof be published in The Oxford Dem-

ocrat, α newspaper printed In said District, ami
that all known creditor*, and other pe sons In
Interest, may appear at the sold time ami place
and ahi>w cause, If any the ν hive, why the
praver of said petitioner should not be granted.
A nd It is furtner Ordered by the Court, that the
Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors
copies of said petition and this order, addressed
to them at their places of resilience as stated.
Witness the Hon. Clabence II«le Judge
of the raid Court, and the seal thereof, st fortland. In said District, on the 33rd day of May, Λ
D. 19 3
JA M ES Ε. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L. β.]
Δ true copy of petition and order thereon
Attest:—JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.

Meeting.
Paris Me.,

Annual

May

20,

1903.

The annual meeting of the stock
holders of the Paris Hill Water Com
pany for the election of officers, and
the transaction of ^ny other buisness
that may properly come before said
meeting, will be held at the Hubbard

House, Paris, Maine, on Saturday,
June 13, jor3, at S o'clcck P. M.
U. H. HEALD, Clerk.

Satsuma Interior Enamels
are

better than

paint.

easy, make a smooth surface, and any one can apply them to
walls, ceilings, inside woodwork, panMany
tries, kitchens and furniture.
The surface is nonbeautiful tints.
absorbent and can be kept bright and
clean by wiping with a damp oloth.

They work

Don't pay fancy prices when your dealer will
Furnish yon "Satsuma Interior Ε namels" at the

tame

price M ordinary paint.

FREE Color card and our booklet, "How to
Refurnish the Home WlUioot Buying Mew Turilture."

M ado by Heath it

Milligan M'f'g Co,,

Chicago·
IIso Floor Paint, Floor Varnish, Coach
and Spar Varnish, Muralo, Ac.,
Railroad and Liquid Painta,
Masury's
For sale by,

S. P. MAXIM &

SON,

copy.

When in want or

Wherefore he pravs, that he may lie decreed

by the Court to have a full disrhargo from all
debt*» provable against his estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as aro ex
cepted by law from such discharge.

sample

you free

HILLS,

Plows, Harrows,
Cultivators, Disk

Jeweler and Graduate

Corn

Harrows,

Optician.

Planters, etc.,
just

call and

see

\. W. Walker & Son.
We have just received a new line
of Cambridge Steel Plows, Eclipse
and King Corn Planters, The National reversiblo sulky plow, also the
Syracuse reversible sulky plow.
To aid in the spring work there is
nothing equal to the

Ailler Manure Pulverizer and

Spreader.

We also have the hand plow cultitivators and weedere for garden use.

Very truly

NORWAY, MAINE.

Heavy Team Horses.
I have several

horses for sale.
been

also several

High

Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

or

three

horses, two-seated
buggies, 4 surries, 4 bicycle
carriages (open), 1 nice three seated
wagon, harness, whips, robes, etc.
top

Will lease stable to run livery busiThis is a nice, clean livery
No
stock and excellent opening.
competition. Will kell on easy terms.
ness.

May 3,

1903.

F. B. FOGG,
South Paris.

Home Telephone Call. 103-5.
Andrew· llotue >ub!e Call, 103-12.

wantedT

ii pun mi

$10,0011

half Interest la a well Mtabll*h·
ed retail lumber butae··.
to

take

a

now A BUSINESS OF #T»,000
PEBYEAB. CA^BEMCBEASt»·

DOING

L. M. TUFS,

SOUTH PARIS.

Salary

two

just received,
good driving horses.

!
Livery Stock for Sale
carriages,

ιο

and Pictures,
Mats, Mirrors
& Mouldings s,JL

THS VICTOK OIL COKF,

Also

horses

30

Picture Frames

Ox fan 1 and adjtoent oonntto·.
x AddraH

large work

South Paris, Me.

South Paris, Maine.

S ALESMEN WANTED

of

These horses have
through the winter

W.J Wheeler,

yours,

I. W. Walker & Son,

Nichols St..

worked

hauling logs.
pairs of fresh

paire

or

Id a thriving (own of IS,000 Inhabitant*
and ha· eight (*) other town· wlihln a
radiai of roar (4) miles to draw trade
from. With a little additional capital the
baalneM would be doubled. TbU I*
worth the attention of anyone aeeklng a
U
good money making buafne·· as tht»
no humbug.

Milford,

JAMES HART,

Massachusetts.

